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Abstract approved:

An investigation into the nature of wave propagation was con-

ducted for the portion of Oregon west of 1200 W longitude. This in-

cluded a determination of the velocity of propagation of the
n

wave

as it travels along the Moho and an insight into the structure of the

Moho.

Traveltimes from selected regional events recorded on the U.S.

Geological Survey's Oregon network of short-period vertical seismo-

meters made up the data set for this study. The locations of the

events were examined in order to determine the distances associated

with the traveltimes as accurately as possible and to determine the

effects of errors in the distances on the subsequent analysis.

Three methods of analysis of the data were employed in this

study. The first method was a traveltime analysis that included both

a single and two simultaneously determined least squares straight line

fits, performed on the whole region as well as on areas east and west

of the Cascade Mountains. This analysis resulted in velocities of

7.756 km/sec for the whole array, 7.975 km/sec west of the Cascades,

and 7.751 km/sec east of the Cascades and Moho depths of 32 km average

for the whole array, 22 km west, and 37 km east of the Cascades. The
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second method was a time-term analysis which resulted in a crustal

thickness map for the region that indicated a possible isostatic

crustal root associated with the Cascades, but which does not fully

compensate them. The F)ossibility of partially molten or high temper-

ature material in the areas of Mt. Hood and Newberry Crater was also

indicated. The third method was a velocity vs. azimuth analysis which

found anisotropy in the P velocity with the fast direction oriented

generally southwest-northeast. The results of the method further

supported the hypothesis that partially molten material exists in the

Mt. Hood and Newberry Crater areas.
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INVESTIGATION OF P WAVE PROPAGATION IN OREGON

INTRODUCTION

This study presents the results of an investigation into the

manner in which waves travel beneath Oregon west of 1200 west

longitude. P, waves are the compressional seismic waves which pro-

pagate along the Mohorovii discontinuity (or r.loho) that defines the

separation of the crust from the mantle. The investigation into the

nature of
n
wave propagation includes a determination of the velocity

of propagation and some insight into the structure of the Moho. The

determination of these Moho characteristics will improve the under-

standing of the seismic structure of the upper mantle and of the over-

lying crust in this region of Oregon.

The data set for this study consisted of the traveltimes from

selected regional events (earthquakes and explosions) recorded on an

array of short-period vertical seismometers installed by the United

States Geological Survey. An examination of the locations of the

events was performed in order to form the best data set possible.

The data were examined with three methods of analysis in hopes

of obtaining a complementary set of results. The first method was

a standard traveltime analysis which resulted in determination of

velocities and Moho depths for areas east and west of the Cascade

Mountains and average values for the whole region. The second method

was a time-term analysis which resulted in an average
n

velocity

and a crustal thickness map for the region. The last method was a

velocity vs. azimuth analysis in which anisotropy in the P, velocity

was determined and mapped. The investigation concluded with an



interpretation of the results obtained from the three forms of analy-

sis and comparisons were made with the results of previous geologic

and geophysical studies of the area.

It is hoped that this study can be effectively combined with

future studies in this region to form a clearer picture of the struc-

tural and tectonic setting of Western Oregon.
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GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING

Western Oregon has a complex geologic and tectonic history and

encompasses several physiographic provinces (see Figure 1). The pro-

vinces of main concern to this study are the Cascade Range, the

Willamette Valley, the Coast Range, and the High Lava Plains.

The Cascade Range in Oregon is part of a north-south trending

volcanic range which extends from British Columbia to northern Cali-

fornia. The Range is divided into the Western Cascades and the High

Cascades based on a structural and, to a lesser extent, compositional

unconformity between the lavas (McBirney, 1978; Peck et al, 1964).

The Western Cascades consist of gently folded and faulted flows and

tuffs which were laid down from Eocene to Miocene time. It is still

uncertain when activity began along the Cascade axis but by Oligocene

time there were many eruptions of andesite and more siliceous rocks

from centers in the area of the Western Cascades (McBirney, 1978). By

far the greatest volumes of lava poured out in the Mid-Miocene 'Colum-

bian' volcanism. In the Western Cascades this volcanism was expressed

by a chain of basalt to andesite volcanoes which covered the region with

thick assemblages of basalts and andesites that compose the Sardine

formation. At this time Columbia River basalts were erupted from cen-

ters to the east and covered extensive areas in the northern Cascades

and have also been traced to the present coast of Oregon (Beeson and

Moran, 1979). Shortly after this episode of volcanism, broad folds

developed along an axis that closely paralleled the trend of the Mid-

Miocene volcanoes, uplifting the area of the Cascades.

The recent episode of volcanism has been responsible for the
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familiar volcanoes of the modern High Cascades, which form the eastern

portion of the Cascade Range. This episode began in earliest Pleis-

tocene time and its activity was characterized by basaltic cones,

flows, and low overlapping shields. With time, the activity became

more localized in persistent centers from which progressively more

differentiated magmas were discharged. Most of the large andesitic

cones that form the crest of the High Cascades began to rise about one

million years ago and reached their present elevations during a brief

period of intense activity. Block faulting occurred concurrently

with the volcanism and resulted in uplift and westward tilting of the

Western Cascades and subsidence of the basement below the High Cas-

cades to form a shallow graben (Allen, 1966; McBirney, 1978). The

total thickness of volcanics that has accumulated in the Cascade

region since Eocene time has been estimated to be approximately 5000

meters (Braman, 1981).

The Coast Range is a north-south trending mountainous belt

extending from the Klamath Mountains northward beyond the Columbia

River into Washington. It is composed of Paleocene to Eocene sub-

marine basalts that attain thicknesses of 4600 meters and Eocene to

Pleistocene sedimentary rocks that have a combined thickness of ap-

proximately 7600 meters (Snavely et al., 1969). It is believed that

the basalts were erupted from a hot spot, centered on a spreading

ridge in this area, and formed a chain of submarine volcanoes. Sedi-

ments, eroded from the Cascades, intertongued and covered the volcano

chain (R. Duncan, personal communication). The uplift of the area pro-

bably began in late Oligocene time and during the Miocene gabbroic and

alkalic sills and dikes were emplaced and Columbia River basalt flowed



through the north part of the area from its eruptive centers to the

east (Snavely et al., 1969, Thiruvathukal et al., 1970).

The Willamette Valley, which lies between the Coast Range and

the Cascades, is a nearly flat alluvial plain with low hills. It is

a structural depression and consists of nearly the sanie sequence of

volcanic and sedimentary rocks as the Coast Range. Differences in-

clude a more extensive Columbia River basalt layer, intertongueing

on the east side of the valley of sedimentary rock types derived

from the Cascades, and a 30 to 60 meter cover of unconsolidated

alluvium (Newton, 1969; Snavely et al., 1969).

The High Lava Plains consist of Plio-Pleistocene basaltic lavas,

tuffs, and alluvium which have covered over the earlier Tertiary vol-

canics and Basin and Range structure. Basaltic cinder cones and lava

buttes occur in many places but the most prominent feature of this

province is the Newberry Caldera. Newberry is an extensive shield

volcano which rises from the basalt plateaus of the High Lava Plains

and is centered about 60 kilometers east of the crest of the Cascades.

The volcano is approximately 40 kilometers in diameter and the cal-

dera, which formed from the collapse of the top of the volcano, is

approximately 13 kilometers in diameter. Rhyolite flows, ash, pumice,

and obsidian flows erupted in the cladera after its collapse. The

latest of these occurred approximately 1900 years ago and it is

thought that there might still be a body of magma beneath this vol-

cano (Higgins and Waters, 1968).
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PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES

There has been a number of investigations into the crustal struc-

ture beneath various parts of Oregon. Both gravity and seismic meth-

ods can produce models of the crust down to and including the upper

mantle, and both have been employed in these previous investigations.

In the case of gravity, layers and/or blocks of different constant

densities are modeled to fit the observed gravity anomalies. Where

possible, other geophysical constraints are included to reduce the

nonuniqueness of the modeling. There are many methods to collect

and interpret seismic data, but the end product is usually a model

consisting of a layer or several layers with their associated thick-

nesses and P or S wave velocities. The velocities are usually con-

sidered to be constant within the layer, but they can vary with depth.

Lateral velocity variations are sometimes modeled, but usually only

on a large scale. The thicknesses of layers can vary laterally,

either as a constant slope or as an undulating surface.

Gravity surveys have covered the entire State of Oregon with

particular attention to the Cascades. Thiruvathukal et al. (1970)

produced gravity anomaly maps of the entire state and also fit third-

degree and tenth-degree polynomials to the data to obtain regional

gravity variations which should correspond to crustal depths. As-

suming a single layer constant density crust over the mantle,

Thiruvathukal et al. (1970) employed the (sin x)/x method to obtain

a crustal thickness map of Oregon and western Idaho (Figure 2).

Thicknesses ranged from 20-25 km beneath the Coast Range to 40-50 km

beneath eastern Oregon. The map indicates that any root that the



Figure 2. Crustal thickness map obtained by Thiruvathukal et al.
(1970) using the (sin x)/x method on gravity data.
Contour interval is 5 km.



Cascades might have, would have to be minor in depth and extent. They

also speculate that a thinner crust (approximately 30 km) over a

mantle of lower density would also fit the data east of the Cascades

and would be more in line with a Basin and Range type structure.

Veen (1982), who performed a gravity survey of the Southern

Oregon Cascades and adjoining Basin and Range province, modeled two

layers in the upper mantle. Her model included a 30 km crust over a

10 km layer of 3.27 g/cm3 density which was underlain by normal mantle

of 3.32 g/cm3. This model agrees with observations that the Basin

and Range province has anomalously low densities and velocities in

a shallower than normal upper riantle (see Cook, 1967; Hill and Pakiser,

1967; and Priestly and Brune, 1978).

Both Pitts (1979), who studied gravity data collected in Central

Oregon Cascades, and Braman (1981), who worked in the Northern Oregon

Cascades, report a general increase in crustal thickness to the south-

east seen on their regional gravity maps. This agrees with the trends

seen on Thiruvathukal's (1970) crustal thickness map, as do their

absolute thicknesses.

Several seismic investigations, using different methods of an-

alysis, have determined crustal structures in different areas of the

Northwestern United States, including total crustal thickness and

velocities. Dehlinger et al. (1965) constructed traveltime curves

for the Pacific Northwest states using arrival time from earthquakes

in Washington, Idaho, and Montana. They showed that a linear fit to

the P, traveltimes is justified and found lower P, velocities (7.67

km/sec) west of the Cascades than to the east (7.96 km/sec). Their

intercept times indicated that the crust is 5 to 10 km thinner west
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of the Cascades than to the east, though they did not resolve absolute

crustal thickness.

Berg et al. (1966) obtained a crustal profile of the Oregon Coast

Range from an unreversed refraction line, which had a shot point near

Depoe Bay, Oregon and stations extending north into western 11Jashing-

ton. From straight-line fits to the traveltime data they found an

apparent crustal thickness of 16 km with an apparent
n
velocity of

8.0 km/sec.

Chiburis (1966), analyzing surface wave dispersion across arrays

in eastern Oregon, Idaho, Washington, and Nevada, and using the

velocities of Dehlinger et al. (1965), found a crustal thickness of

45 km. Using Bouguer gravity anomalies and isostasy considerations he

extended, the model west and found a crustal thickness of 48 km beneath

the Cascades and 35 km west of the Cascades.

A large chemical explosion in southern British Columbia provided

the source for several unreversed refraction lines which ran through

Washington at various azimuths. Johnson and Couch (1970) studied

the arrival times of two of those refraction lines, which ran through

the northern Washington Cascades and Puget Sound Lowlands. They re-

ported a crustal thickness of 32 km with a
n
velocity of 7.91 km/sec

beneath the Cascades and a 29 km thickness with
n
= 8.06 km/sec for

the crust under the Puget Sound Lowlands. They also found that

crustal thickness increased to the south. Hill (1972), also using

the British Columbia explosion as a seismic source, analyzed the

arrivals of an unreversed refraction line which ran almost due south

through the Columbia Plateau of eastern Washington and into the Blue

Mountains of eastern Oregon. He reported an average crustal thickness
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of 35 km with a P velocity of 8.0 km/sec. He also found, from an

analysis of P residual values, that the crust beneath the Columbia

Plateau had to be either up to 12 km thinner or the
n
velocity had

to be up to 0.8 km/sec faster than his reported average value, or

some combination of both.

McCollom and Crosson (1975) studied arrival times from regional

earthquakes across arrays in western and eastern Washington. Using

a modified time-term analysis and apparent velocity measurements they

obtained a
n
velocity of 7.72 km/sec west of the Cascades and 8.10

km/sec east. Absolute depths to the Moho were not determined from

this analysis although the relative station time-terms indicated a

shallow slope of the Moho, thickening toward the Cascades on both

sides, of 3° to 5°.

En northern California, Simila (1980) investigated
n

travel-

times from regional earthquakes and Nevada Test Site explosions. He

found a range of P velocity values from 7.98 km/sec to 8.06 km/sec

and crustal thicknesses of 26 km beneath the Coast Range and 29-31

km beneath the Cascades.

Langston (1977) studied the timing and relative amplitudes of

long-period Ps and Sp conversions and P reverberations from tele-

seismic events recorded at the World Wide Standard Seismograph

station in Corvallis, Oregon. He obtained a
n
velocity of 8.0

km/sec at 21 km depth with a low velocity zone beneath this. His

low velocity zone extends to 45 km depth where there is a high ve-

locity contrast which he interprets as evidence of a subducting slab.

Leaver (1982) analyzed a combination of data sets, which in-

cluded a 1978 U.S.G.S. refraction profile along the crest of the
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Oregon Cascades from Mt. Hood to Crater Lake (reversed), 3 regional

earthquakes recorded on the U.S.G.S. Oregon Seismic Network, and the

Bouguer gravity anomaly map of Thiruvathukal et al. (1970). From

this combined data set he determined velocities to be 7.70 km/sec

under the Cascades and 7.80 east of the Cascades. His crustal thick-

ness varied from 40 km beneath the northern Oregon Cascades to 48 km

beneath the southern Oregon Cascades (Moho dipping to the south).

The combined results of previous investigations (gravity and

seismic) indicate that there is a generally thicker crust to the

east of the Cascades (35-45 km) than to the west (16-35 km) and a

general trend towards higher
n
velocities in the east (7.96-8.10

km/sec) than in the west (7.67-8.0 km/sec).
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INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA GATHERING

The Office of Earthquake Studies of the U.S. Geological Survey

(U.S.G.S.) instituted a volcanic hazards program in the Oregon Cas-

cades early in 1980. Integral to this program was the installation

of a regional seismic network consisting of 32 one Hertz vertical

seismometers in and around the Oregon Cascades. The distribution of

these staions is shown in Figure 3 and their locations and elevations

are given in Table 1. The data from all of these stations are tele-

metered via telephone lines to the U.S.G.S. in Menlo Park, Califor-

nia and are recorded on analog magnetic tape as well as on film. Six-

teen of these stations plus a station in Corvallis have also been

recorded on film by the Geophysics Group of the School of Oceanography

at Oregon State University. The film is scanned daily and any earth-

quake activity or explosion is noted and, when possible, located.

When an event of interest was noted on the film, a complete play-

back from the analog tape of all 32 stations was requested from the

U.S.G.S. These playbacks included an analog trace of each station

plus a coded time signal that were plotted out at one second per

inch. At that scale first arrival times were picked to an accuracy

of 0.02 second. Only first arrivals could be picked because the sen-

sitivity of the instruments was set high to record very small, local

events. When a regional event large enough to be well recorded by

most of the stations occurred, later arrivals would be obscured by

the coda of the first arrival which would saturate the recording.

When the location parameters were obtained for these events (as

described in a later section) the hand-picked first arrival times



Figure 3. Stations used in this study. 32 stations of the U.S.G.S. Oregon Seismic Network plus a
station at Corvallis.
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Table 1. U.S.G.S. Oregon Seismic Network Station Locations

Station Location Lat (N) Long (W) Elev (m)

VGT Goat Mtn. 45° 8.99' 122°15.92' 993

VLO Lookout Mt. 44°52.77' 122°23.58' 1351

VCP Cooper's Ridge 44°4O.27' 122° 5.37' 1161

VSM Salem 44°57.62' 123° 7.65' 290

VHH High Heaven 45°15.88' 123°18.57' 533

VLM Little Larch Mtn. 45°32.31 ' 122° 2.35' 1158

VHE Mt. Hood East 45°19.72' 121040.461 1739

VHO Mt. Hebo 45°13.15' 123°43.52' 951

VHB Hamelton Butte 42°47.12' 121°2l.00' 1957

VCL Crater Lake 42°52.71' 122° 7.21' 2048

VGP Green Peter 44°29.00' 122°34.89' 1212

VMH Mt. Hagan 440 8.26' 122°24.44' 902

VGM Grass Mtn. 4303554l 122°32.76' 1561

VCM Chase Mtn. 42° 5.73' 121°59.33' 1889

VHY Horsefly Butte 42°15.87' 1210 2.95' 1932

VSC Scott Mtn. 43°22.35' 123° 3.79' 1295

VGB Gordon Butte 45°30.94' 120°46.65' 729

VBP Bald Peter 44°39.66' 121°41.34' 1876

VIP Ingram Point 44°30.49' 120037.131 1731

VJY Jersey 44°54.13' 120°58.45' 951

VMN Maupin 45°1l.2l' 121° 3.18' 555

VTH The Trough 45°lO.87' l20°33.63' 773

VBE Beaver Butte 45° 3.62' l21°35.2l' 1544

VTD The Dalles 45°32.72' 121018.691 305

VFB Frederick Butte 43°39.5l' l20°l4.25' 1369

VTC Trout Creek Butte 44°14.45' l21°39.95' 1690

VWM Walker Mtn. 43°18.30' 121042.95 2158

VSB Spring Butte 42°31 .42' 121°20.84' 1664

VPM Patrick Mtn. 43°11.6O' 120°39.98' 1387

VWB Wanoga Butte 43°54.82' l21°33.27' 1736

VRB Round Butte 44°36.05' l2l°l6.21' 743

VPE Pine Mtn. 43°47.45' 120056.681 1932

COR Corvallis 44°35.l6' l23°l8.18' 126
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were converted to traveltinies by subtracting the origin time of the

event. Distances between each station and the event were calculated

by a computer program that finds the great circle distance between

two points on the earth, taking into account the flattening of the

earth. The working data set thus consisted of distances and travel-

times from each event to each station that recorded the event.
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DETERMINATION OF EARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS

The selection of earthquakes that were used in this study was

made so that they met the following basic criteria: a) the distance

between the earthquake and the stations falls in the range where the

wave is the first arrival, b) earthquake locations cover as wide

an azimuthal range around the array as possible, and c) have a large

enough magnitude so that they were well recorded at most of the sta-

tions of the array.

During the period of time from May, 1980 to December, 1981 a

number of local and regional events that met criteria (b) and (c)

were recorded by the array. These events are listed in Table 2. The

choice of the distance range over which P is considered to be the

first arrival (criterion

effect on the results ob

discussed in more detail

ing the locations of the

this study.

Included in Table 2

a) is somewhat subjective and will have some

tamed in this study. This problem will be

in a later section. Figure 4 is a map show-

earthquakes and seismic stations used in

are the sources of the locations of the

events used in this study. The Preliminary Determination of Epicen-

ters (PDE)-Earthquake Data Report (EDR) locations are determined by

the U.S.G.S. using a network of stations which is much larger in

extent and independent of the Oregon network used in this study. Be-

cause these locations were determined from an independent data source

they were used whenever possible. In the few cases when locations

were not available from the PDE-EDR, a location was obtained using

data from the hypocenter location computer program HYPOINVERSE (Klein,
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Figure 4. Location map of the events used in this study (.). Shown
also is the array of stations (o). A number to the right
of an event indicates the number of events occurring at
that location.
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Table 2. Parameters of Events Used in this Study

Origin Source of No. of Stations
Region of Event Date Time (GMT) Lat (N) Long (W) Mag. Location Recording Event

Mt. St. Helens I 5/16/80 1234:56.3 46.330 122.203 4.6 PDE-EDR 19

Mt. St. Helens II 5/18/80 1532:11.4 46.214 122.195 5.0 PDE-EDR 22

Mammoth Lakes I 5/25/80 1633:44.7 37.600 118.840 6.0 PDE-EDR 20

Mammoth Lakes II 5/25/80 1649:27.3 37.609 118.875 5.8 PDE-EDR 20

Mammoth Lakes III 5/25/80 1944:51.4 37.569 118.820 6.0 PDE-EDR 24

Mamoth Lakes IV 5/25/80 2035:48.5 37.634 118.873 5.5 PDE-EDR 24

Nevada Test Site I 7/25/80 1905:0.08 37.255 116.477 5.6 PDE-EDR 28

Gorda Basin I 8/02/80 2315:41.0 41.836 126.031 4.0 PDE-EDR 25

Gorda Basin II 8/03/80 0824:02.0 42.399 125.708 4.5 PDE-EDR 28

Gorda Basin III 8/03/80 0904:23.4 42.348 126.197 4.5 PDE-EDR 29

Gorda Basin IV 8/03/80 1443:04.2 42.498 124.560 4.5 PDE-EDR 26

Lincoln City, Ore. 9/28/80 2025:28.9 44.780 123.924 - HYPOINVERSE 26

Eureka, Cal. I 11/08/80 1027:34.0 41.117 124.253 7.0 PDE-EDR 30

Eureka, Cal. II 11/08/80 1232:17.8 41.104 124.946 - HYPOINVERSE 28

Eureka, Cal. III 11/09/80 0409:08.8 40.501 125.343 5.2 PDE-EDR 30

Blanco F.Z. I 11/18/80 0648:15.8 43.509 126.833 4.0 PDE-EDR 28

Squaw Valley, Cal 11/28/80 1821:13.1 39.305 120.428 5.3 PDE-EDR 28

Sovanco F.Z. 12/17/80 1621:58.8 49.479 129.496 5.7 PDE-EDR 29

White Swan, Wash. 2/02/81 0123:16.8 46.281 120.927 4.0 PDE-EDR 26

Elk Lake, Wash. I 2/14/81 0609:26.3 46.457 122.987 5.0 PDE-EDR 28

Cle Elum, Wash. 2/18/81 0609:37.5 47.237 120.841 4.8 PDE-EDR 26
-j



Table 2. Parameters of Events Used in this Study (continuation)

Origin Source of No. of Stations
Region of Event Date Time (GMT) Lat (N) Long (W) Mag. Location Recording Event

Blanco F.Z. II 3/13/81 0343:12.2 43.757 127.581 - HYPOINVERSE 22

Blanco F.Z. III 3/20/81 1937:57.0 43.162 126.398 - HYPOINVERSE 24

Ochoco Mtns. Ore. 3/30/81 2248:09.8 44.420 120.193 - HYPOINVERSE 18

Blanco F.Z. IV 5/10/81 0413:32.1 43.402 126.711 4.9 PDE-EDR 24

Elk Lake, Wash. II 5/13/81 0500:36.2 46.366 122.252 4.1 PDE-EDR 23

Goat Rocks W.A. I 5/28/81 0856:02.7 46.533 121 .416 3.7 PDE-EDR 26

Goat Rocks W.A. II 5/28/81 0910:46.0 46.530 121.406 4.3 PDE-EDR 27

Blanco F.Z. V 6/10/81 1339:29.8 43.711 127.648 4.2 PDE-EDR 22

Blanco F.Z. VI 11/03/81 1347:33.3 43.478 127.890 6.0 PDE-EDR 27

Nevada Test Site II 11/12/81 1500:00.1 37.108 116.050 5.5 PDE-EDR 25

Blanco F.Z. VIII 11/22/81 1137:55.3 43.510 127.597 5.0 PDE-EDR 26

F.Z. Fracture Zone W.A. - Wilderness Area

N)
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1978), the use of which is detailed in the following section.

i fl/nfl r nn ,rnr r

HYPOINVERSE was written as a general purpose earthquake location

program for minicomputer use. The version in use here accepts up to

three crustal models with up to 12 homogeneous layers each, and uses

P and S wave first arrival times from up to 70 stations as data. The

crustal velocity model used in the program was chosen to be the one

determined from surface wave data by Chiburis (1966) and is shown in

Table 3. Notice that this model distinguishes between the west and

east side of the Cascade Mtns., the east side having a thicker 6.2

km/sec layer and a higher mantle (layer 4) velocity. This model will

be further discussed in a later chapter.

Table 3. Crustal Model used in HYPOINVERSE

West of Cascades East of Cascades

Velocity Depth Thickness Velocity Depth Thickness
Layer (km/sec) (km) (km) Layer (km/sec) (km) (km)

1 5.5 0.0 5.0 1 5.6 0.0 5.0

2 6.2 5.0 20.0 2 6.2 5.0 30.0

3 6.6 25.0 10.0 3 6.6 35.0 10.0

4 7.67 35.0 4 7.96 45.0

Computationally, HYPOINVERSE uses the singular value decomposi-

tion (SVD) technique of inversion (Lawson and Hanson, 1974). This

technique allows for eigenvalue truncation so that hypocenter ad-

justments in poorly constrained directions are prevented. The pro-

gram starts with a trial hypocenter and origin time which, unless

otherwise specified, is put near the station with the first arrival
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time. The location routine systematically adjusts the hypocenter

location and origin time of the event to obtain a new hypocenter.

This adjustment process is iterated until the iteration limit is

reached or when either the hypocenter adjustment or the change in the

root mean square (RMS) of the traveltime residuals (the difference

between observed and calculated traveltimes) becomes small . The

program also calculates an error ellipsoid and the errors in the

location in the horizontal and vertical directions.

The location technique described above works best when the epi-

center of the event is within the array of stations for which arrival

time data are available. Due to criterion (a) for event selection,

the epicenter of the event was never inside the array of stations

used in this study. When locations were attempted on events greater

than about 10 away from the array, the horizontal and vertical errors

and the RMS became large.

To better understand the problems associated with locating an

event outside an array using RYPOINVERSE, a study was undertaken to

see where HYPOINVERSE would locate simulated events whose location

and origin time were exactly known. Eight stations from the south-

east part of the Oregon network were used and locations for 12 sim-

ulated events distributed in various locations around the stations

were chosen. Traveltimes to each station were calculated for each

event using a computer program that calculates the direct travel-

time and all of the refracted traveltimes at any distance specified

(S. Johnson, personal communication). The crustal velocity model

used to calculate the traveltimes was the 'East of Cascades' model

(see Table 3) used in HYPOINVERSE for these stations. The shortest
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traveltimes among the direct and refracted rays were selected for

each station. These times were then input into HYPOINVERSE as first

arrival times and locations for the events were obtained from the pro-

gram. The results are displayed in Figure 5. The true location of

event 1 was inside the array. HYPOINVERSE located the event to within

0.4 km of the true location. A very good location, as was expected.

Events 2, 3, 4, and 8 were also located very close to their true

locations, even though they were outside of the array. The rest of

the events were located along the correct azimuth relative to the

array, but were always closer to the array than the true locations.

When small random errors were introduced into the traveltimes the re-

sults described above did not change significantly.

From the results just described, one can conclude that the

ability of HYPOINVERSE to locate events outside the array is depen-

dent on the array geometry. Events 2, 3, and 4 had a much wider

array aperature (azimuthal coverage of stations) than the other events

(with the exception of events 1 and 8) and were therefore better

located. Only P wave arrival times were used in this simulation

study since S wave arrival times were not available from the ob-

served events data. The lack of S wave arrival times caused the

distances to be poorly constrained and HYPOINVERSE put the hypo-

center as close to the array as possible and still reasonably fit

the P wave arrival times.

A similar simulation study of HYPOINVERSE was performed with an

array of ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) located on the Gorda Ridge,

off the coast of Oregon (Solano, 1982). This study used first P wave

arrivals only and then P and S wave arrival times. When only P wave
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Figure 5. Ability of HYPOINVERSE to locate events. Arrows tie the HYPOINVERSE location with the
corresponding true location of the simulated event in the cases where they are not
adjacent to each other.
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arrival times were used the results were identical to those described

above. The program located the events much closer to the array than

they actually were, but on the correct aximuth. When S wave arrival

times were included, the events that were located close to the array

(within 0.5°) were located well by HYPOINVERSE. However, for events

located beyond 0.5° away from the array, a problem different to the

one found when only P waves were used occurred. The distances were

determined to within 10 percent of the true distance, but the azimuths

were in some cases up to 200 off of the true azimuth. The fact that

the distances were well determined is not surprising since the program

weights heavily the S minus P time for distance, when it is available.

The errors in the azimuths are more difficult to explain. It is most

likely due to a combination of array geometry and location of the

trial hypocenter. If the trial hypocenter is in the wrong direction,

the program may converge to a local RMS minimum, which may not be the

absolute minimum.

Relocation of Events

Because of the problems associated with HYPOINVERSE stated in the

preceding section, it was decided to try to improve the locations of

the events located by it. The first step in this process was to set

up a 2° x 2° grid around the HYPOINVERSE location and consider the

location to be at every 0.1° within the grid. For every point in

the grid, distances were calculated from the point to each station in

the Oregon array. Using the measured traveltimes from the event, a

least squares line was fit to the traveltime vs. distance plot for

that point. The sum of the squares of the residuals (SSR) between
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the calculated (least squares line) and observed traveltimes was de-

termined and plotted for each point (Figure 6). The smallest SSR

within the grid should be the best location for the given traveltimes.

The difference between the position of the smallest SSR and the center

of the grid (the HYPOINVERSE location) gives a measure of the error

in the location. The errors ranged from 0.10 to nearly 10 but most

were less than 0.3°.

The manner in which errors in location affected the calculated

wave velocities (V) was a major concern since these velocities

would be used in the later analysis of the data. The slope of the

least squares line fit to the traveltime vs. distance plot is l/V,,.

The velocities were therefore also plotted out for each point in the

grid (see Figure 7) and for the given error in location, the corre-

sponding error in velocity was measured. The errors in velocity

ranged from 0 km/sec to 0.2 km/sec, but most were less than 0.04

km/sec.

Each of the events located by HYPOINVERSE were relocated to the

minimum SSR position and its corresponding velocity was used. How-

ever, since the errors in location were small and the effects of

mislocation on the calculated velocity were very small, it was felt

that there was no need to relocate the events for which there were

PDE-EDR locations.

Further studies into the location ability of HYPOINVERSE are

currently being conducted, but it was felt that the data set repre-

sented in Table 2 was a good one for the types of analyses described

in the next chapter.
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Figure 6. Example of a summation of squared residuals (SSR) grid
for the Blanco F.Z. II event. The grid is 2° x 2° and
its center is at 43.757°N, 127.431°W. The event was
relocated 0.15° west of the center of the grid, which is
where the minimum SSR (3.4) is located.
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Figure 7. Velocity grid corresponding to the summation of squared
residuals (SSR) grid in Figure 6. The velocity at the
minimum SSR position (0.15° west of the center) was
calculated to be 8.00 km/sec.
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WAVE PROPAGATION AND MOHO STRUCTURE

Three different methods of analysis of the traveltime data were

employed in this study. The first method involved plotting the tra-

veltimes from each event to each station versus the corresponding

distance from the event to the station (hereinafter referred to as a

traveltime plot). This was done for each individual event as well as

for all of the events as a whole. The second method of analysis,

the time-term method, has been in general use since 1960. It allows

an areal arrangement of sources and stations and can yield a three-

dimensional representation of the underlying refractor structure. In

this case the refractor is the Mohorovii discontinuity that defines

the boundary between the crust and the mantle and along which the

wave propagates. This method was formulated and developed by Schei-

degger and Willmore (1957) and further elaborated upon by Willmore

and Bancroft (1960) and Berry and West (1966). A complete descrip-

tion of the theory of the time-term method is given in Appendix A.

In the third method of analysis, the velocities that were determined

at each station from the traveltime plots of individual events were

plotted versus the azimuth from which they came. An analysis of such

a velocity vs. azimuth plot can reveal a dipping refractor and/or

anisotropy in the refractor velocity, both of which may be present.

Traveltime Analysis

The first step in the analyses of the traveltimes was to plot

the traveltimes versus the distances over which they traveled for

each individual event. A least squares straight line was then fit
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through the data, the slope of which is equal to the reciprocal of

the velocity of propagation of the phase being measured. Figure 8 is

an example of a traveltime plot of an individual event shown with the

least squares line, velocity, correlation coefficient, and root mean

square (RNIS) of the differences between the line and the data points.

An initial inspection of the traveltime plot revealed any potential

substantial errors in the picks of first arrival times. These errors

occurred when the first arrivals were emergent in character and the

uncertainty in the time of arrival was great. If an error of this

type was found, the record was rescanned and if the first arrival

could be fairly easily picked at another time, that new time was

used, otherwise the point was thrown out. These picking errors did

not occur very often since most of the events selected had very sharp,

impulsive first arrivals and the times could generally be picked to

within 0.02 second.

The correlation coefficient and the RMS are measures of how well

the data fit the calculated line (i.e. the scatter in the data). If

the traveltime data were in a totally random pattern the correlation

coefficient would be zero. If the data fit a straight line perfectly

the correlation coefficient would equal one. The correlation coef-

ficients of the traveltime plots of the events used in this study

ranged from 0.9848 in the worst case to 0.9993 in the best case, but

most of the events fell between 0.9970 and 0.9990. These numbers are,

of course, relative but they indicate a very good fit to a straight

line in all cases. The RMS is comparable to a standard deviation in

that it is a measure of the spread in the data about the line. The

tightest fit was observed from a Nevada Test Site blast and had an RMS
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Figure 8. Example of a traveltime plot for an individual event
(Nevada Test Site II). Included are the data points,
the equation of the least squares line fit through
the data, the calculated n wave velocity (V), the
correlation coefficient (CORR), and the root mean square
(RMS) of the traveltime residuals.
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of 0.31 second over traveltimes that averaged 120 seconds (0.2% spread).

The largest spread was observed from an earthquake in the Gorda Basin

which had an RMS of 1.66 seconds over an average traveltime of 55

seconds (3% spread). The RMS also indicated that the data for indi-

vidual events fit straight lines very well.

For the events initially selected for this study, the velocities

ranged from 6.35 km/sec for the Ochoco Mountains event to 8.21 km/sec

for the first Eureka event. Some of the events, such as the event

in the Ochoco Mountains and the one near Lincoln City, were clearly

too near the array for the wave to be the first arrival. When

straight lines were fit to the traveltime plots of these events

containing non-P,. arrivals, smaller, crustal velocities were observed.

Another group of events, all from the State of Washington, exhibited

somewhat higher velocities (6.96 - 7.48 km/sec) yet not quite high

enough to be considered true velocities. This was due to the fact

that these events were located in the distance range where the nearer

stations were detecting crustal P waves first and the farther stations

were detecting the
n
wave first (i.e. the cross-over distance was

within the array). If an estimate of the cross-over distance could

be determined, then only arrival times at stations beyond the cross-

over distance could be used for the P wave investigations.

To obtain an initial estimate of the cross-over distance, a

velocity (determined using data from all stations receiving the

event) versus distance plot was constructed for one station (VBE).

This station was close to the cross-over distance from the Washington

events if a standard Moho depth and average crustal and upper mantle

velocities are assumed (Telford et al., 1976). This plot is shown in
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Figure 9. There is a definite jump in velocities between 250 km and

325 km, indicating that the cross-over point is within this distance

range. The initial estimate of the cross-over distance was taken to

be 250 km so that all stations that could possibly be detecting
n

waves first would be included.

All of the events used in this study were within 1100 km of the

farthest station in the array. The traveltime curve remained linear

to this distance, which is interpreted to mean that is the first

arrival to at least 1100 km.
n
was therefore considered to be the

first arrival in the distance range from 250 km to 1100 km.

The next step in the traveltime analysis was to combine all of

the events into one data set to find average values of the Moho ve-

locity and depth for the whole array of stations. Raw traveltimes

measured for all of the events, supplemented by data from the re-

fraction line of Berg et al. (1966), were plotted and a single least

squares straight line was fit through the data. This plot is shown

in Figure 10. The velocity calculated from this single linear fit

was 7.611 km/sec with an RMS of 1.74 seconds. This velocity value

was somewhat low but it was within the range of previously measured

velocities (Herrin and Taggart, 1962) and the RMS seemed reason-

able. A definite change in slope was detected in the plot at a dis-

tance of about 280 km, which indicated that the data contained arrival

times from non-Pa arrivals. In order to better fit the data and

further refine the estimation of the cross-over distance, a nonlinear

least squares approach was investigated (Mitchell and Hashim, 1977).

In the nonlinear least squares process, contiguous straight lines

are fit to the data and an apparent velocity for each line and the
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Figure 9. Velocity vs. distance plot for station VEE. Distances are from the events to VBE.
Velocities were calculated using the whole array of stations.
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points of intersection of the lines are computed. A two-line fit

to the data (one layer over a half-space) can be described by the

equation

(X._Xl)
1

vi

t. =
1

(x-x1)

V2

for x. x1

for x. > x1

cI

where x1 and t1 are the coordinates of the point of intersection on

the traveltime plot, V1 and V2 are the apparent velocities of the

upper layer and half-space respectively, and x. and t. are the coordi-

nates of the data points. The normal equations for the least squares

inversion are

t. = t . + a + ia + -- t +
1 01 3a11 1 a 2 1

x=xi 2x=x =i
1

x=x.

where t0. is the value of t at x=x1 for the starting model,

a1 = l/V1, a2 = l/V2, and

x-x1; xx1

0 ; x,>x1

0 ;
1

a2 xj-x1; x.>x1

1 ; for all x.
at1

-a1 xx1
ax1 -a2 ; x>x1

The matrices of the normal equations are inverted to find La1, Aa,

and x1, which are the changes in the model. The changes in the



model are added to the starting model to obtain the new model. This

process is iterated, using the new model as the starting model, until

the changes in the model become smaller than some preassigned values.

This method requires that an initial guess of the model parameters

be made. An intelligent guess can be decided upon by a visual in-

spection of the data in the traveltime plot. It was found that as

long as the initial guess was reasonably close to the visually de-

termined cross-over point and velocities, variations in the starting

model did not affect the outcome of the final model.

The nonlinear least squares method was applied to the data re-

presented in Figure 10 and the results can be seen in Figure 11. The

upper layer velocity (V1) is an average lower crustal velocity and

was calculated to be 6.825 km/sec. The Moho velocity (V2), calculated

to be 7.664 km/sec, was slightly higher than that obtained by the

single line fit. The RNS was smaller than the RMS for the single line

fit, but the changes in both the Moho velocity and the RMS were not

dramatic. This method does yield an estimate of the depth to the Moho,

however. With values for V1, V2 and the cross-over distance (x1),

the depth (z) can be determined from the relation z =

(V2+V1)]½ (Telford et al., 1976). With V1 = 6.825 km/sec, V2 = 7.664

km/sec. and x1 = 200 km, the depth to the Moho was calculated to be

24 ±4 km, which previous studies indicate is a somewhat low value for

an average depth beneath the array of stations (see Previous Geophysi-

cal Studies chapter).

Since the calculated Moho depth was smaller than expected and the

P velocity was lower than previous studies had found, it was decided

to try to improve the fit to the traveltime data by correcting the data
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for source effects. These source effects, which include errors in the

calculated origin time and hypocenters of the events, were corrected

for by subtracting the source terms derived from time-term analysis

(see Appendix A and the section on time-term analysis) from the travel-

time of each event. The source terms essentially remove the time for

the wave to travel from the hypocenter of the event to the refractor

and the errors common to the traveltimes to all stations. After the

source terms were subtracted from the traveltimes another traveltime

plot was constructed and fit with a single least squares straight

line (Figure 12). A marked improvement in the RMS (0.89 sec) and

correlation coefficient (0.9995) were noted as the source terms re-

duced the spread in the data, especially at large distances. The

source term subtraction also resulted in a slightly higher value

for
n
velocity (7.671 km/sec) than that calculated without source

terms subtracted. It was thought that a nonlinear fit to the

corrected data would further improve the fit to the data. The re-

sultsof the nonlinear fit are shown in Figure 13. As can be seen,

there was a significant increase in the
n
velocity (7.756 km/sec) and

cross-over point coordinates (249.8 km and 32.5 secs) along with im-

provement in the RMS (0.43 sec) over those obtained using uncorrected

data. With these values of V1. V2, x1 the average depth to the Moho

was calculated to be 32 ±3 km. Due to the better fit of the traveltime

data using the nonlinear fitting technique on corrected data, more

confidence can be placed in the 32 km depth than in the smaller 24 km

depth obtained from uncorrected data.

Having now obtained average values for
n
velocity and depth to
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Moho for the whole array, the next step was to search for differences

in these values west and east of the Cascades. To split the data set

into west and east subsets, both the stations of the array and the

events were split into west and east. Table 4 lists the stations and

events contained in each subset. The Blanco Fracture Zone and Gorda

Basin events were not included in the West subset because most of

their travelpaths were along oceanic crust and may therefore give a

distorted picture of the continental crustal thickness.

The same procedures were performed on each subset as were pre-

viously described for the whole data set. The results for the West

subset are shown in Figure 14. The P velocity of 7.975 km/sec is

substantially higher than the average
n
velocity obtained for the

whole array (7.756 km/sec) and is closer to P velocity values ob-

tained in other regions (Herrin and Taggart, 1962). With V1 = 6.000

km/sec, V2 = 7.975 km/sec, and x1 = 115.2 km the Moho depth was cal-

culated to be 22 ±4 km, which is in good agreement with the previous

results of Langston (1977) (21 km), Simila (1980) (26 km), and Berg

et al. (1966) (16 km) for the region west of the Cascades. Figure

15 shows the results for the East subset. The
n
velocity calculated

for this subset (7.751 km/sec) is nearly identical to the whole array

average P velocity (7.756 km/sec) and is much lower than that obtained

for the West. The Moho depth calculated for this subset was 37 km,

which is in good agreement with Hill (1972) who studied P propaga-

tion beneath eastern Washington and Oregon and found a crustal thick-

ness of 35 ±3.5 km. It is somewhat shallower, however, than the depth

reported by Chiburis (1966), who calculated a crustal thickness of 45

km from observations of surface waves traveling across eastern Oregon.
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Table 4. Stations and Events Used in the West and East Data Subsets

West Subset East Subset
Stations Stations

VSM, VHH, VHO, VGP, VSC, COR VHB, VHY, VGB, VBP, VIP, VJY,
VMN, VTH, VRB, VGE, VTD, VFB,
VTC, VWM, VSB, VPM, VWB, VPE

Events Events

Lincoln City

Eureka, Cal. I

Eureka, Cal. II

Eureka, Cal. III

Sovanco F. Z.

Berg et al. (1966)
Refraction line

9/28/80 Mammoth Lakes I 5/25/80

11/08/80 Mammoth Lakes II 5/25/80

11/08/80 Mammoth Lakes III 5/25/80

11/09/80 Mammoth Lakes IV 5/25/80

12/17/80 Nevada Test Site I 7/25/80

Squaw Valley, Cal. 11/28/80

Ochoco Mtns. 3/30/80

Nevada Test Site II 11/12/81

Time-Term Analysis

In order to obtain a more detailed picture of the Moho structure

beneath the array, the time-term method of seismic refraction analysis

was employed (see Appendix A for a description of the method). The

advantages of the time-term method are that the equations can be

solved without requiring the sources and receivers to be laid out in

any particular pattern, that the maximum amount of information is

extracted from the data, and that the requirements for making simpli-

fying assumptions about the geological structure (such as describing

the structure in terms of plane layers) are minimized. The disadvan-

tages of the method include erroneous results if the assumptions of

the method (such as small refractor dip) are violated, and an uncer-

tainty in the interpretation of the results. Lateral variations in

time-terms can result from a lateral variation in either crustal
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velocity or thickness or a combination of both, and one must make

assumptions as to which is the cause.

The time-term method yields a set of source terms and receiver

terms, and a refractor velocity. A time-term, whether it be a source

or receiver term, is the time for a wave to travel either from the

source to the refractor or from the refractor to the receiver along

the refracted path minus the time for it to travel the horizontal

component of that path at the refractor velocity. The source and

receiver terms are only known relative to each other (i.e. to within

an additive constant) unless either one or more of the sources occupy

a receiver position or the velocity structure beneath a source or

receiver is known. In this study no source and receiver positions

were coincidental. Thus, to obtain absolute values of the time-

terms, from which relative depths to the Moho beneath each station

could be determined, the crustal velocity structure of Leaver (1982)

was modified to fit the crustal thickness and
n
velocity determined

from the traveltime analysis of this study (Figure 16a) and utilized.

The receiver time-term for this model was calculated to be 2.64

seconds. Since the time-term calculated using the crustal model

shown in Figure l6a is the time-term of the 'average' crust under

the array, it was equated with the average of the calculated receiver

terms. To obtain the absolute time-terms, the average time-term

was subtracted from each receiver time-term and 2.64 seconds was

added to the result.

To eliminate the effect on the receiver terms of differing sta-

tion elevations, three separate elevation correction schemes were

applied to the data. In each case they were applied to the data
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(VSM, COR) and Coast Range (VHO, VHH) stations.
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before the time-terms were calculated and therefore their effects

were included in the relative time-terms, before they were converted

to absolute time-terms.

The first elevation correction scheme was to consider the top

two layers in the modified Leaver model (2.8 km/sec and 5.2 km/sec) to

follow the topography. The time that was required for a wave to trav-

el through the portion of these layers that was above sea level was

subtracted from the total traveltime. The time-terms were then com-

puted and converted into absolute time-terms. The receiver terms

were then plotted on a station location map and contoured (Figure

17). The time-terms were generally larger along the crest of the

Cascades, dropping off to either side. The exception to this gen-

erality occurred for the stations in the Willamette Valley (VSM

and COR) and to a lesser extent for those in the Coast Range (VHH

and VHO). The time-terms for these stations were higher than the

other western stations around them. The most likely explanation for

the large time-terms at Willamette Valley and Coast Range stations was

that the waves covered a greater portion of their travelpath through

low velocity sedimentary rocks than was accounted for by the model

and elevation corrections. To correct this problem, the depth to the

bottom of the low velocity layer (2.8 km/sec) was increased to 7.6

km, the estimated thickness of sedimentary rocks in the Willamette

Valley and Coast Range (Newton, 1969, Snavely et al., 1969). This

Willamette Valley crustal velocity model (Figure l6b) was then used

to calculate the absolute time-terms for VSM, COR, VHFI, and VFIO. The

contour map with the revised time-terms for these four stations is

shown in Figure 18. With the corrections included, these stations
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Figure 18. Time-term contour map with first elevation correction scheme. The model in Figure 16b was
used for stations VHO, VHH, VSM, and COR.
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conformed with the general pattern of high time-terms along the crest

of the Cascades, decreasing to either side.

The second elevation correction scheme was to use a single ve-

locity of the material above sea level for all the stations. The

velocity was obtained from the slope of the line calculated by min-

imizing the RMS of the residuals between the fraction of the time-

terms associated with the elevation on a time-term vs. elevation

plot and the line. The RMS velocity calculated from the uncorrected

time-terms was 6.562 km/sec and was used to calculate the traveltime

from sea level to each station. This elevation traveltime was then

subtracted from the total traveltime and a new set of time-terms was

calculated from the revised traveltimes. The absolute time-terms

were then determined using the appropriate models in Figure 16 as in the

previous elevation correction scheme. The contour map for this second

elevation correction scheme is shown in Figure 19. The pattern is

very similar to the first elevation correction scheme (Figure 18)

with slight differences occurring on the western margin of the array.

The third elevation correction scheme was to calculate the

velocity of the material above sea level for each station from the

residual gravity anomaly at the station and the Ludwig, Nafe and

Drake (1970) empirical relation between compressional wave velocity

and density. A residual gravity anomaly (RGA) is obtained for each

station by subtracting the long-wavelength regional gravity field

(attributed to variations in the thickness of the crust) from the com-

plete Bouguer gravity field (Pitts, 1979). The resulting short-wave-

length RGA is due to variations in the density of the upper curst.

RGA's have been mapped throughout Oregon by Thiruvathukal et al
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(1970) and in more detail in the northern Oregon Cascades by Braman

(1981), the central Oregon Cascades by Pitts (1979), and the southern

Oregon Cascades by Veen (1982). Since incoming waves at each station

are nearly vertical by the time they reach the upper crust, the RGA

values were taken from these maps at the position of each station in

the array.

The RGA is proportional to the difference in density between the

density used to calculate the Bouguer gravity field and the true

dnesity of the upper crustal material. This relation is p = (true

density - Bouguer reduction density) = RGA/2rryh where h is the eleva-

tion and y is the universal gravitational constant. The Bouguer

reduction density used in the Cascade studies was 2.43 g/cm3, there-

fore the true density equals (2.43 + Lp)g/cm3. The P wave velocity

was then obtained from the Ludwig, Nafe and Drake (1970) empirical

curve (Figure 20). For computational purposes the curve was approx-

imated by two straight lines and a parabola, which are described by

the following equations

V = 3.5(2.43 + p) - 3.73 for p > +0.30

V = 5.54(2.43 + p) - 9.25 for -0.21 +0.30

V = [(2.43 + p)2 - 2.8(2.43 + p) + 2.64]/0.472 for p < -0.21.

V will be in km/sec if the RGA is in milligals, h is in kilometers,

and y = 6.672. An individual velocity for each station was thus ob-

tained for the material between the station and sea level. These ve-

locities were then used in the same manner as in the previous eleva-

tion correction schemes to correct the traveltimes before time-term

calculation. Absolute time-terms for each station were again computed
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using the appropriate models in Figure 16 and the resulting contour

map for this elevation correction scheme is shown in Figure 21. This

map is also very similar to those obtained using the previous two el-

evation correction schemes, but it was considered to be the most reli-

able because each station had an individual correction velocity deter-

mined from an independent data set.

The spatial variation in the time-terms seen in Figure 21 can be

considered to be due to either a lateral variation in crustal veloci-

ties or variations in the depth to the Moho or a combination of both.

Assuming the variations are due strictly to variations in Moho depth,

a crustal thickness map (Figure 22) was constructed using a time-term

conversion factor of depth (km) = 13.4 (time-term) (see Appendix A).

Standard deviations were calculated for each time-term and an average

standard deviation of 0.17 second was found in each of the elevation

correction schemes. This corresponds to an error of approximately 2

km in the Moho depth estimations.

Velocity vs. Azimuth Analysis

When the traveltime plots of individual events were made and the

velocities determined from them, it was observed that events south-

west of the array generally showed higher velocities than events

coming from other azimuths. To determine possible causes for this

variation in velocity with azimuth of approach, a plot was made of

the P velocity determined for each individual event versus the

azimuth of approach, for each station. To make sure that only
n

waves were being dealt with, any event or part of an event with dis-

tances less than 250 km were not used. This requirement eliminated
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the Mt. St. Helens events, the Lincoln City event, and the Ochoco

Mtns. event. The
n
velocity was recalculated for the White Swan,

Elk Lake, Cle Elum, and Goat Rocks events, using only the stations

greater than 250 km from the event. All other events were used un-

changed. The events were grouped in three directions; one group

coming from the north, one coming from the southwest and one coming

from the southeast (see Figure 4).

If the variation in velocity with azimuth is due to a dipping

Moho, then the velocity vs. azimuth plot should fit a single wave-

length sine curve whose peak is at the azimuth of true dip. A least

squares sine-wave of the form V = VM + B sin (AZ + q), where VM is

the Moho velocity, B is the amplitude of the sine-wave, AZ is the

aximuth, and is a phase angle that shifts the peak of the sine-

wave to the azimuth of true dip, was fit to the data. Figure 23a

shows the velocity vs. azimuth plot and least squares sine-wave fit

for station VWM. VWM was selected because the values obtained for

it were typical of the values obtained for all the stations. The

ranges of values were 7.546-7.771 km/sec for VM, 0.124-0.370 km/sec

for B, and 206-266 degrees for azimuth of dip. The B value will give

the magnitude of the Moho dip for a given upper layer velocity. The

dip is plotted over a reasonable range of upper layer velocities for

station VWM in Figure 23b. An upper layer velocity of 6.825 km/sec

(from traveltime analysis) gives a Moho dip of approximately 3.5°

to the southwest. The magnitude of the dip seems reasonable, but

the fact that all of the stations have the Moho dipping to the

southwest suggests that a dipping Moho may be an incorrect interpre-

tation of the variation in velocity with azimuth. A general southwest
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dip to the Moho is not supported by the time-term results of this

study nor by the results of previous regional gravity studies

(Thiruvathukal et al., 1970; Pitts, 1979; Braman, 1981; Veen, 1982)

and previous seismic studies (Dehlinger et al., 1965; Chiburis, 1966;

Langston, 1981), all of which find an east to southeast dip to the

Moho.

An alternate interpretation of the variation in velocity with

azimuth is velocity anisotropy in the upper mantle. A number of

authors have suggested that the upper mantle exhibits a form of

anisotropy known as transverse isotropy (Crosson and Christensen,

1969; Crampin and Bamford, 1977; Bamford et al., 1979). Transversely

isotropic media possess an axis of symmetry such that all planes con-

taiing the axis are equivalent. The velocity vs. azimuth variation

can thus be described by a transversely isotropic upper mantle with

a horizontal symmetry axis pointing in the direction of maximum

velocity. A complete cycle of variation will occur in 180° of azimuth.

Therefore the velocity vs. azimuth data was fit with a sine curve of

half the wavelength of the dipping layer case. The equation that

was used to describe this sine curve is V2 = Vvg+ B cos(2e) +Ccos(4e)

where V is the observed velocity, Vavg. is the average Moho velocity,

o is the azimuth measured from the symmetry axis, and B and C are

constants related to the elastic parameters of the material. Vavg

B, and C were determined for each station by a least squares fit to

the data. Station VWM was again chosen to illustrate the fit of the

calculated sine curve to the data and is shown in Figure 24. In

general, the fits of these double wavelength sine curves were as good

or better than the fits of the single wavelength sine curves (Figure
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23a). Once Vavg B, and C were determined from the least squares

fit, a percentage of anisotropy was calculated from the equation:

% anisotropy = {2[(V2avg + B + C)½ Vavg J1"avg } x 100. The per-

cent anisotropy values calculated for each station were plotted on a

map shown in Figure 25. The double-headed arrows indicate the orien-

tation of the symmetry (fast) axis. For most of the stations, the

axis was oriented generally southwest-northeast. The map shows that

anisotropy is generally higher to the east. It also shows a prominent

area of low anisotropy centered at Newberry Crater. Discussion of

these results are given in the next chapter.
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In interpreting the crustal thickness map derived from time-

term analysis (Figure 22) one must keep in mind the assumptions of the

method (see Appendix A) and the assumption that the variations in the

time-terms were strictly due to variations in crustal thickness. For

the time-term method to work ideally, the array of stations should

be surrounded completely by sources and at least one position should

be occupied by both a source and a receiver. In this study, even

though as wide an azimuthal coverage as possible was attained, some

gaps in azimuth did occur (see Figure 4). Most notable is the lack

of sources coming directly from the east. This lack of eastern

sources makes the eastern edge of the crustal thickness map less re-

liable than the rest of the map.

The crustal thickness map shows that the crust is thicker along

the crest of the Cascades than to either side. This agrees with the

results of the time-term study of McCollom and Crosson (1975), who

found the crust in Washington thickening toward the Cascades from

both sides. This thickening indicates the possible existence of a

5-6 km thick isostatic crustal root beneath the Cascades. From

density modeling by previous gravity investigations of the Cascades

(Braman, 1981; Veen, 1982) and from the average P wave velocities

found in this study, 2.85 g/cm3 and 3.32 g/cm3 are considered reason-

able values for the average crustal and upper mantle densities re-

spectively. With these densities and with an average elevation for

the crest of the Cascades of 1.6 km, a root of approximately 10 km

would be needed for the Cascades to be fully isostatically compensated.



The observed root (5-6 km) thus indicates that the Cascades are 50-60%

compensated. This agrees with the gravity survey of Thiruvathukal et

al. (1970) who found the Cascades to be not fully compensated and a

root that was 'minor' in depth and extent.

The crustal thickness on the west edge of the map (27 km) is in

fair agreement with the crustal thickness value of 22 km calculated for

the west subset in the traveltime analysis. It is also in good agree-

ment with the values obtained from previous seismic studies of 29 km

(Johnson and Couch, 1970) and 26 km (Simila, 1980) and by previous

gravity studies of 25 km (Dehlinger, Couch and Gemperle, 1968), 20-30

km (Thiruvathukal, 1970), and 25-30 km (Veen, 1982). The indicated

crustal thickness on the eastern edge of the map (29-30 km) is in poor

agreement with the value obtained for the east subset of the traveltime

analysis (37 km) and also with the previous studies of this area (45 km

by Chiburis, 1966; 40-45 km by Thiruvathukal, 1970; 35 km by Hill,

1972). This poor agreement is most likely due to the previously stated

lack of eastern sources, but another possible explanation is that the

average crustal velocity in the eastern section is higher than that of

the model used to determine the absolute time-terms. This will result

in smaller than expected time-terms and thus shallower Moho depths will

occur (from the constant crustal velocity assumption).

Crustal velocity variations can also explain the apparent thick-

ening of the crust in the vicinities of Newberry Crater and Mt. Hood.

High heat flow values have been reported in both these areas (Higgins

and Waters, 1968; Blackwell and Steele, 1979; Blackwell, 1981;

Williams et a]., 1982). Their sources may be magma or near molten

material in the curst which slows seismic waves as they pass through



the material. This in turn will increase the time-terms and make the

crust appear thicker than it is. If high temperature material is the

cause of the apparent crustal thickening, it is interesting to note that

the apparent crustal thickening (high temperature) extends from Mt.

Hood northwestward toward the direction of Mt. St. Helens, indicating

a possible connection between the two volcanoes. This high temperature

interpretation is supported by the anisotropy analysis. The percent

anisotropy contour map (Figure 25) shows low anisotropy values around

Newberry Crater and northwest of Mt. Hood. In areas of high tempera-

ture the alignment of crystals (which is thought to be the cause of

anisotropy in the mantle) is less well developed (Christensen and

Crosson, 1968). There may also be fewer crystals to begin with if the

nîantle material is partially molten.

A high temperature or partially molten upper mantle would also

explain the low P velocity found by both the traveltime analysis

(7.756 km/sec) and the time-term analysis (7.746 km/sec) and is sup-

ported by the generally high heat flow found for the entire Cascade

area (Blackwell et al., 1978).

In summary, the traveltime analysis found a thin crust (22 km)

and normal velocity Moho (7.975 km/sec) west of the Cascades, a

thicker crust (37 km) and lower velocity (7.751 km/sec) east of the

Cascades, and a low velocity (7.756 km/sec) and average crustal thick-

ness of 32 km for the whole array. Time-term analysis showed a pos-

sible isostatic root associated with the Cascades which does not fully

compensate them, and the possibility of partially molten material in

the areas of Mt. Hood and Newberry Crater. The velocity vs. azimuth
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analysis found anisotropy in the upper mantle, with the fast direction

generally southwest-northeast, and also further supported partially

molten material in the Mt. Hood and Newberry Crater areas.
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APPENDIX A

The idea behind the time-term method is that the travel time for

a refracted ray between the i-- source point and the j-- station may

be written as

t
= + a + a

where is the distance between the i-- source point and the

station measured along the surface, V is the velocity of propagation

in the underlying refractor, and a and a are the 'time-terms1 as-

sociated with the source and station respectively. The assumptions

of this equation are that 1) the velocity of the upper layer varies

only with depth (at least under the source and station); 2) the velo-

city of the base refractor is constant; and 3) the slope and curvature

of the refracting surface is small. If these conditions are satisfied

one can take a set of travel times for an array of N sources and sta-

tions, assume that the time-term for a particular site (source or sta-

tion) will be constant in all travel times in which it appears, and

then determine the values of a (i = l 2,..., N) and V that will give

a best "least squares" fit to the observed data.

K ij

z
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If t. is the theoretical travel time and T. is the observed
13 13

travel time, then the difference between the observed and theoretical

travel times, is the residual of that particular observation:

= t.

Iii
a -

letting X. . T.
13 13

we have

= X a a (1)

which is called an observational equation".

If there are N sites, then there is the possibility of having

N(N-l) ovservations, and therefore N(N-l) observational equations.

This would correspond to both a source and a station at each site and

all sites far enough apart for a head wave to be generated. There

will be only N+l unknowns, however; the N time-terms and the refrac-

tor velocity V. To reduce the number of equations to the number of

unknowns, the time-terms and refractor velocity are selected so as to

minimize the sum of the squares of the residuals Since it is

probable that not all the possible exist, a factor is intro-

duced such that:

and

= 1 when exists as data

= 0 when it does not exist

0 by definition.
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The sum of the squares of the residuals, I, can thus be written

N N

I = E E [X..
i=l j=i

13

N N

= E [ E X.
i=l j=l 13

-a-a]21

y+ a1
J=l

a 2aE1

-2

jl
y+ 2az a ].

For I to be a minumum with respect to each time-term

[.11

= 0 = [0+ 2aE + 0- 2z X -0 + 2E a ]

i-1 N N N

z a.yj.+a.E y..+ E a.y..= E X..y.. (2)

j=l ' 13=1 13
j=i+l 3 13

j=l
13 13

since = 0.

This is the i- equation of a set of N simultaneous linear equa-

tions. The complete set of equations can best be expressed in matrix

notati on

and therefore

where

[c][a] =

[ad] =

cii ij ;c1 = (3)

N normal equations can now be formed and, while equation (2)

shows the form of a single equation most clearly, (3) is the set of
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equations one would use to program a computer to handle the data and

form the normal equations. Once the normal equations have been

formed, a solution can be obtained by inverting the coefficient matrix

[c] and cross-multiplying the data matrix [] with it to yield the

time-term matrix [as].

Scheidegger and Willmore (1957) used cracovians to perform the

inversion, which they said are well suited for the hand calculator.

But since one often deals with large data sets, the limits of prac-

ticality of using a hand calculator are quickly surpassed. The in-

version is best performed on a computer since nearly all computers

have library programs designed to perform matrix inversions.

Now, expanding [ad] gives

1 1[as] = [c] [T] - [c]

[i..]
since [] = [T.] -

The r-- time-term can then be written

f

ar = er

where er is an element of and
r

is an element of

If the number of data is greater than the number of unknowns, a

"least squares" velocity, V, may be calculated. The sum of squared

residuals can now be written

I - e - e



Expanding this expression, differentiating it with respect to

collecting terms and equating the result to zero, gives:

NN
2

E E [. .-f-f.] y..
j=li=l

13 3 13

j=li=l i3i3 133 i'ij

The matrix [c] is non-singular and the solution unique only if

one or more source locations coincide with a station location. If

this is not the case, then the time-terms are determinate only to

within an additive constant. This constant may be chosen to fit the

known geology at some point, or to minimize implausible breaks in the

time-term pattern.

To get an idea of the quality of the data and the errors pro-

duced by the method, Berry and West (1966) formulated the following

standard deviations:

1. Standard deviation of a time-term's data given by

N

E R-y
-2 s=l

N

E
st

-

s=l

which is art approximate formula since the time-terms always appear

in pairs in the observational equations (not normally distributed).

What this gives is a measure of the scatter of the observational data

about the true values (i.e. indicates the consistency of the data for

a given site).

2. Standard deviation of a time-term, given by
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at
a =t/N.

s=l

which gives the amount by which the time-term may deivate from the

value which it would have had if its data had been error free (i.e.

the reliability of a time-term).

3. Standard deviation of a solution, given by

NN
E E R.1..

2 i=lj=l
13 13

°NN
E E

i=lj=l

which is again an approximate formula but is a useful quantity for

comparing the degree of fit of various solutions. It will be a mini-

mum for the best fitting velocity V, and when calculated for other

velocities gives an indication of the rate of convergence of the

solution upon this velocity.

If the velocity of the upper layer is known (as a function of

depth), then one can convert time-terms to depth using the following

definition of a time-term

IHIvCH2_vz2]½dz
a(H)

j v(H) V(z)
0

where a(H) is the time-term of the boundary at depth H, V(H) is the

velocity of the material directly beneath that boundary (the base

refractor), and V(z) is the velocity at depth z.

For a single layer of thickness d1, constant velocity V1, and



1:11]

time-term to bottom boundary a1 over a half space, we have

vi V2

d1 1221 = a1K[V2,V1]

K[V2,V1J being the time-term conversion factor.

The thickness of a second layer in a model of two layers over

a half space is

d2 = a2-[d1/K(V3,V1)]}K[V3,V1].

For a model of n layers over a half space the total depth H to the

bottom boundary will be

n n j-1

H = Ed =
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APPENDIX B

Listings of the computer programs written for this study are

given in this appendix. The listings include: program RELOC with its

subroutines TTDIST and DISTAZ, which was used in the examination of

earthquake locations; program TOTIT with its subroutines TTTPLT,

NLINEA, and PIVOT, which was used in the traveltime analysis; program

TIMETERM, used in the time-term analysis; and program VELAZ, used in

the velocity vs. azimuth analysis. Subroutine ECL is a package of

input/output subroutines which includes INFILE AND OUTFIL.

All programs were written in FORTRAN IV for use on the Prime

550 computer system. The plotting routines are in the IRVING plotting

library found on Prime.



C PROGRAM RELOC
C---CREATES A 2X2 DEG. GRID ABOUT A GIVEN EPICENTER. AT EACH 0.1 DEGREE
C---IT CALCULATES THE SUMMATION OF SQUARED RESIDUALS(SSR) AND VELOCITY
C---FROM OBSERVED TRAVELTIMES AS IF THE EPICENTER I.4AS LOCATED AT THAT
C---POINT. INPUT FILE CONTAINS THE LATITLIDE & LONGITUDE OF THE GIVEN
C---EPICENTER AND THE OBSERVED TRAVELTIMES.
C---THE FIRST OUTPUT FILE CONTAINS THE VELOCITY GRID THE SECOND OUTPUT
C---FILE CONTAINS THE SSR GRID.
C---USES SUBROUTINES TTDIST AND ECL.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DIMENSION TT(48)1D(40) DELT(40)4DELT2(2121)1VA(21,21)
INTE6ER*2 NFl 8 4NFOI () NFO2(8)

$INSERT SYSCOM)KEYS.F
C---GIVE NAMES OF INPUT & OUTPUT FILES AND OPEN THEM

CALL INFILE(6NFI IILENI K1)
CALL OUTFIL(7NFO1 ILEN24K2)

CALL OUTFIL(8,NFO2IILEN3IK3)

C---READ LOCATION OF EPICENTER
READ(6 3)ELAT,ELONG

3 FORMATF6.31X F8.3>
C----READ OBSERVED TRAVELTIMES

DO 5 J=133
READ(6 4)TT(J)

4 FORMATF6.2)
5 CONTINUE

C---CLOSE INPUT FILE
CALL SRcHss(KscLoSNFIILEN1,K11ITypEIcoDE:)

ELAT=ELAT+1 .8
ELONG=ELONG+1 .0
DO 50 M=121
DO 40 K=121

C---FIND DISTANCES AND VELOCITY FOR EACH GRID POINT
CALL TTDIST(ELATELONGTT!D,B,V)
DELT2(M.K)=G.
VA<M K)=V
ELON=ABS( ELONG)

C---FIND SUMMATION OF SQUARED RESIDUALS FOR EACH GRID POINT
DO 38 I=133
IF (TT(I).EQ.8.8) GO TO 30
DELT( I )=TT( I )-( (D' I )/l))+B)
DELT2(M K)=DELT2(M,K)+(DELT(I)**2)

38 CUNTINU
C---CONVERT VELOCITY FROM RADIANS/SEC TO KM/SEC

VA(M K)=VA<M1K)*4378.8

C---MOVE To NEXT GRID PT. ON LATITUDE LINE
ELONG=ELONG-8 . I

40 CONTINUE
C---MOVE TO NEXT LATITUDE LINE

ELONG=ELONG+2. 1
ELAT=ELAT-8 . I

C---t4RITE OUT VELOCITY GRID
WRITE745VAMK: ,K=1 2I)

45 FORMAT(21F5.2.///)
50 CONTINUE

C---WRITE OUT SSR GRID
DO 68 L=1121

WRITE(8 55DELT2(L1}oK=12l:)

55 FORMATd1F5.1///)
68 CONTINUE

C---CLOSE OUTPUT FILES
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSINFO1 ;ILEN2K2;ITYPEICODE:

CALL
STOP
END



SUBROUTINE TTDIST(ELAT.ELONG.TT.D.B.V)
C---CALCULATES DISTANCES FROM A GIVENEPICENTER TO EACH STATION OF THE
C---OREGQN SEISMIC NETWORK AND THE VELOCITY OF THE WAVE.
C---INPUTS ARE THE LATITUDE<ELAT) AND LONGITUDE(ELONG) OF THE EPICENTER
C---OF THE EVENT AND THE TRAVELTIMES TO THE STATIONS(TT).
C----OUTPUTS ARE THE DISTANCES(D) AND THE VELOCITY(V).
C---STLAT AND STLON ARE THE LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES RESPECTIVELY OF
C---THE STATIONS OF THE NETWORK.
C---USES SUBROUTINE DISTAZ.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DIMENSION STLAT(33) STLON(33)
DIMENSION xKMsQ(48)pDTxy(4o),TTSQ(48).TT(40),D(48:
DATA STLAT/45.158 44.879.44.671 .44.968..45.265.45.53S45.329.45.21

1942.786,42.87B44.483.44. 138 43.592 42.095.42.264,43.372.45.516.
244.661 444.588,44.982445.18i44.181 4.868;45.545.43.658q44.241 43
3.305,43.52443.193,4.914.44.601 ,4.791 .44.568..'
DATA STLON..'-122.265 -122.393,-122.889 -123.127,-123.389 -122.839

1-121.666.-123.725,-21.349,-122.120 -i22.581 -122.487,-?22.546 -1
221 .989.-121 .849,-123.063,-128 .777,-121 .689,-128 .619,-128 .974 -121
3.053,-120.560,-121 .587 -121 .311 .-128.237,-121 .666,-121 .716,-i21 .3
447 -128.666,-121 .554.-121 .278,-128.945,-123.383..'
RAÔ=57.29578
N=8
XSUM=0 .0
XSOSUM=8.0
YSQSUM=8.0
YSUM=0.0
PDTSUM=8.8
EL ONG= E LONG
DO 28 1=1 33
IF(TT(I).O.0.8) GO TO 28
N=N+1
CALL DISTAZ(ELAT,ELONGSTLAT(I),STLONU) ,XDEG,AZ,AZINV)
D(I:=xDEG./RAD
XKMSQ( I )=D( I )**2
TTSQ( I )=TT( I )**2
PDTXY(I)=D(I)*TT(I)
XSUM=XSUM+D( I)
YSLIM=YSUM+TT( I)
XSQSUM=XSQSUM+XKMSO< I)
YSOSUM=YSOSUM+TTSQ( I)
PDTSUI1=PDTSUM+PDTXY( I)

28 CONTINUE
XAVE=XSUM/N
YAVE=YSLWN
SLNUM=( (XSUM*YSUM)..'N) -PDTSUtI
SLDEN=( <XSUM**2)/N) -XSQSUM
SL OPE=SLN UM/ SLDEN
V=1 .8./SLOPE
B=YAVE-( SLOPE*XAVE)
RNUM=PDTSUM-( <XSUM*YSUM)/N)
RDEN=SQRT((XSQSUM-((XSUM**2)/N))*<YSQSUM-((YSUM**2)./N)))
R=RNUM/RDEN
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE DISTAZ(ELAT,ELONG,STLAT,STLONIXDE6.AZ ,AZINV)

C---FINDS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS ALONG THE SURFACE OF THE
C---EARTH, TARING INTO ACCOUNT THE FLATTENING OF THE EARTH. IT ALSO
C---FINDS THE INCOMING AZIMUTH OF THE PATH AT EACH POINT.
C---INPUTS ARE THE LATITLIDE(N+) & LONGJTUDE(E+) OF THE TWO POINTS IN
C---DECIMAL DEGREES. OUTPUTS ARE DISTANCE IN DEGREES OF ARC(XDEG), THE
C---AZIMUTH(AZ) AND BACKA2IMUTH(AZINV)
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

REAL LATILONG

DR=57 .29578
SLAT=STLAT./DR
SL ON 6= STLON/DR
LAT=ELAT./DR

LONG= EL ONG/ DR
THG=ATAN( .993277*TAN(LAT))
D=SIN(LONG)
E=-COS( LONG)
F= -C OS (THG)
A= F *E
B=COS(THG) *0
C= SIN (T HG)
G=-C *E
H=C *0
THG=ATAN( .9932773*TAN(SLAT))
D1=SIN( SLON6)
El=-COS( SLONG)
F1=-COS(THG)
C1=SIN(THG)
A1=F1*El
B1=-F1 *D1
61=-Cl *El
H1=Cl*Dl
SC=A*A1+B*B1+C*Cl
SD=SQRT(( (A-A1)**2+(B-B1 )**2+(C-C1)**2)*( (A+A1 )**2+<B+B1)

I **2+(C+C1)**2)/4.8)
XDEG=ATAN( SD/SC) *DR
IF(SC) 1.2.2

I XDEG=XDEG4188.0
2 SB = (A1-D)**2 +(B1-E)**2+c1**2 - 2.0)

SC=((A1-G)**2+(B1-H)**2+(C1-F)**2-2.8)
AZ=ATAN( 95/SC) *DR
IF (95) 3.4.5

3 IF (SC) 6,7.7
6 AZ=AZ+180.8

GO TO 4
7 AZ=AZ+368.

GO TO 4
5 IF (SC) 8.4,4

8 AZ=AZ+180.
4 SS=( (A-Dl )**2+(B-E1 )**2+C**2-2.i3)

SC=( (A-Gl )**2+(B-HI )**2+(C-Fl )**2-2.0)
AZ INV=ATAN( 99./SC) *DR
IF (SS) 13,14,15

13 IF (SC) 16.17,17
16 AZINV=AZINV+10.0

GO TO 14
17 AZINV=AZINV+368 .0

GO TO 14
15 IF (SC) 18,14.14

18 AZINV=AZINV+180.8
14 RETURN

END
FUNCTI ON TAN(THA)
TAN=S IN ( THA ) / CO S (THA)
RETURN
END



C PROGRAM TOTTT
C---CALLING PROGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE TTTPLT.
C---READS DISTANCE-TRAVELTIME DATA FROM EVENT FILES LISTED IN COMMAND
C---FILE EOLIST. APPLIES SOURCE-TERM CORRECTiONS TO THE TRAVELTIMES AND
C---PUTS THE DISTANCES AND TRAVELTIMES INTO TWO LARGE ARRAYS ACCEPTABLE
C---TO TTTPLT. TITERMI6 CONTAINS THE SOURCE-TERM CORRECTIONS.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
3 INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS .F

DIMENSION XKM(1000)1TT(1088)

DOUBLE PRECISION NFILE
C---OPEN COMMAND FILE AND SOURCE-TERM CORRECTION FILE

CALL SRCH$$(K$READ,'EQLIST'6,1 ,ITYPEUJCODE)

CALL SRCH$$(K$READ'TITERM1'842 ITYPE,ICODE)
C---READ NO. OF EVENTS IN COMMAND FILE AND NO. OF STATIONS IN ARRAY

READ(51 18)NE,NSICD

18 FORMAT 12, IX, 12; IX,F5.0)
K=33
DO 60 I=1NE

C---READ AN EVENT FILENAME AND A SOURCE-TERM CORRECTION FOR THE EVENT
READ( 5 35)NFILE

READ(6138)STC

38 FORMAT'E18.3)
WRITE(1 ;33)NF1LE4STC

33 FORMAT(A82x,F5.2)
35 FORMAT(A8)
C---OPEN THE EVENT FILE

CALL SRCH$$(K$READNFILEI83,1TYPE,1CODE)
IF(NFILE-'BERG965 )38,528

C---READ DISTANCE-TRAVELTIME DATA FROM THE EVENT FILE AND APPLY
C---THE SOURCE-TERM CORRECTION
38 DO 58 J=1NS

READ<7,48)XKM(J) 1TTJ:
40 FORMAT(8X,F8.3,1ØXF6.2)

IF(XKM(J).EQ.0.0)GO TO 58
K=K+ I
xKMO=xKMJ:
TT(K)=TT(J)-STC

50 CONTINUE
GO TO 58

52 DO 55 L=1,9
READ(7440XKM(L) ,TT(L)
K=K+I
XKM ( K) =XKM ( L)
TT( K)=TT(L) -STC

55 CONTINUE
C---CLOSE THE EVENT FILE
58 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSINFILEI83ITYPEICODE)
C---READ NEXT EVENT FROMCOMMANDFILE
68 CONTINUE
C---CLQSE COMMAND AND SOURCE-TERM CORRECTION FILES

CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS.'EQLIST'I61,ITYPEICODE)
CALL SRCH*$(K$cLOs;'TITERM1;8,2qITYPEiICODE)
MM=K-33

C---RENUMBER ELEMENTS IN THE ARRAYS FOR INPUT TO TTTPLT
DO 70 M=1 ,MM
XKM(M)=XKM(M+33)

78 TTI=TTM+33:
CALL TTTPLTO<KM qTT ,MM)
STOP
END



SUBROUTiNE TTTPLT(XKM TTK)
C---FITS EITHER A SINGLE LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE OR TWO LEAST
C---SQUARES STRAIGHT LINES SIMULTANEOUSLY TO DISTANCE-TRAVELTIME DATA
C---AND PLOTS THE DATA OUT ON A TRAVELTIME VS. DISTANCE GRAPH.
C---XKM IS THE DISTANCE ARRAY IN KILOMETERS.
C---TT IS THE TRAVELTIME ARRAY IN SECONDS.
C---K IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE ARRAYS.
C---USES SUBROUTINE NLINEA FOR THE NONLINEAR FIT AND THE IRVING LIBRARY
C---FOR PLOTTiNG.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DIMENSION XKM(11380);TT(1080) XIN(1t300)YIN(l008) TTSQ(1000)
DIMENSION XKMSQ<1800) TTCAL(1800).REsID(188e)pD1xY(18o8:)

C---CHOOSE LINEAR OR NONLINAR FIT
WRITE(1 2)

2 FORMAT(TYPE I FOR NONLINEAR FIT 2 FOR LINEAR FIT')
READ(143)INL

3 FORMAT(11)
IF(INL.EQ.1)GO TO 30

C---IF LINEAR FITS GIVE DISTANCE RANGE TO BE PLOTTED
WRITE(1 5)

5 FORMATYLOWER & UPPER CUTOFF PTS. OF PLOT: (F5.81X.F5.8)')
READ(1,10)CDIUCD

18 FORMATF5.81X,F5.8)
C---CALCULATE THELINEAR LEAST SQUARES LINE

N=8
)<SUM=8 .0
XSQSUM=0 .0
YSQSUM=8 .8
YSLIM=0.8
PDTSUM=8 .8
WRITE<1 15)K

15 FORMAT(16)
DO 20 I=14K

IF(XKM(I).LE.CD.OR.XKM(I).GE.UCD) GO TO 20
N=N+ 1
)<KMSQ( I )=XKM( I) **2 .8
TTSO( I )=TT( I )**2.13
PDTXYU)=XRM(I)*TT<I)
XSUtI=XSUM+XKM( I)
YSUM=YSUM+TT( I)
XSQSUM=XSQSUM+XKMSQ( I)
YSQSUM=YSQSUM+TTSQ( I)
PDTSUM=PDTSUM+PDTXY( I)
XIN(N)=XKM( I )..'50.
YIN(N)=TT( I )/28.

20 CONTINUE
WRITE( 1 21 )N

21 FORMAT<16:)
XAV E=XSUI'1/N
YAVE=Y SUM/N
SLNUM=( (XSUM*YSUM)/N) -PDTSUM
SLDEN=<(XSUM**2.0)./N)-XSOSUM
SLOPE=SLNUM/ SLDEN
V=1 .8./SLOPE
B=YAVE-( SLOPE*XAVE:
SQRES=8.8
DO 25 J=1K
IF(XKM'J).LE.CD.OR.XKM(J).GE.UCD) GO TO 25
TTCAL(J)=(SLOPE*XKM(J) )+B
RESID(J)=TT(J)-TTCAL(J)
SQRES=SQRES+RESI D( J) **2

25 CONTINUE
RMS=SQRT( SORES/N)
RNUM=PDTSUM-( C<SLIM*YSUM)/N)
RDEN=SQRT( (XSOSUM-( C<SUM**2 .0)/N) ) *(YSQSUM- (YSUM**2 .0 )./N:
R=RNUM./RDEN
GO TO 38

38 N=K



C---CALCLILATE THE NONLINEAR LEAST SOLIARES LINES
CALL NLINEA(XKM.TTIN,X1 .T1 .AV1 ,AV2)

SORE S=8
DO 35 L=1,N
IF(XKM(L).GT.)<1)6O TO 32
TTCAL(L)=AV1 *XKJ'1( L)
GO TO 33

32 TTCAL(L)=(AV2*(XKM(L)-X1))+T1
33 RESID(L)=TT(L)-TTCAL(L)

SORES=SQRES+RESI N L) **2
X1N(L)=XKM L)/5t3.
YIN(L)=TT(L)/20.

35 CONTINUE
RMS=SQRT( SORES/N)
V1N=1 ./AVI
V2N=1 ../AV2

C---PLOT THE TRAVELTIME DATA AND LINE FITTING PARAMETERS
38 CALL PLOTS(010199)

CALL PLOT(8. 8 -3)
CALL AXES(0. 0. .8. ,1288. .0.82.50. 4180. .4HF6.1 8. ,'DISTANCE (KM)'

213)
CALL AXES(8.I8.,8.180.I8.0528.,20.4HF5.1 ,98..'TRAVELTIME (SEC)

1' 16.
Do 40 1=1 .N
CALL SThBOL(XINU) ,YIN(I) ,0.854.0. ,-1)

48 CONTINUE
IF(INL.EQ.1)GO TO 45
CALL SYMBOL(1 .0,7.0,0.15,'SLOPE=' ,8. .6:
CALL NUMBER(1 .9,7.0,0.15,SLOPE.8. .4HFS.3)
CALL SYMBOL(2.7,7.0,8.15.'INTERCEPT=' 8. 18)
CALL NUMBER(4.1,7.8 .0. 15B 8. ,4HF6.3)
CALL sYMBoL(5.o1?.o;G.15;'Ms=' .0. .4)

CALLNUMBER(5.77.0 0.15.RMS8.14H5.2)

CALL SYMBOL(1 .0,6.?.0.15 'VLOCITY=' .8. ,9)
CALL NUMBER(2.25,6.75.0.1.V.8. 4HF6.)
CALL SYMBOL(3.2,6.755ø.15KFt/SC CORRELATION=' 0. .28)
CALL NUMBER(5.9,6.75,8.15,R,8. ,4HF6.4)
GO TO 58

45 CALL SYMBOL(1.8 ,7.8 ,8 .15, 'UPPER LAYER VEL.=' 8. 17)
CALL NUMBER(3.3,7.8.0.15,VIN.0. ,4HF5.3)
CALL SYMBOL(4.1 .7.8;e.1s,'Moo VEL=' 40. ,18)
CALL NUMBER(5.5,7.0.8.15 V2N,0. .4HF5.)
CALL SYMBOL(1 .8,6.75,c4.1'CROSSOvER DIST.=' ,8. ,16)
CALL NUMBER(3.2,6.75.0.15X1 0. .4HF5.1)
CALL SYMBOL(4.0 6.758.15'COSSOVER TIME=',8,15)
CALL NUMBER(6.8,6.75.8.1,T1,8. 4HF5.2)
CALL SYMBOL(4.8,6.5,G.15,'RMS=' .1. ,4)
CALL NUMBER(4.6,6.5,8.15,RMS,8. 4H4.2)

50 CALL SYMBOL(1.016.5,0.15,'NO. OF PTS. USED=',8..17)
XN=FLOAT(N)
CALL NUMBER(3.3,6.5,0.15,XN.8. ,4HF4.8)
CALL PLOT(8.,0.,48)
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE NLINEAO< j ,N X1 qTl AV1 .AV2)
C---SOLVES SIMULTANEOUSLY FORTWO VELOCITIES AND THE CROSS-OVER PT.
C---ON A TRAVELTIME VS. DISTANCE PLOT GIVEN A STARTING MODEL.
C---USES SUBROUTINE PIVOT.
C--INPUTS ARE DISTANCE(X) TRAVELTIME'T)q AND NO. OF POINTS(N).
C---OUTPUTS ARE THE CROSS-oVER POINT COORDINATES(X1,T1) AND THE SLOPES
C---OF THE TWO LINES.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DIMENSION A44F4)qXU088TU888:TTCALU08;RESIDU@88:
C---READ IN THE STARTING MODEL

WRITE(1 5)
5 FORMAT("INPUT STARTING MODEL:Vl,V24T1X1(F5.31X,F5.31X!F5.2,iX,

1F5.1)-')
READ(1 7)V1 V2T1 X1

7 FORMAT'F5.3, ix;F5.3, lX.F5.211XF5.1)

AV1=1 ./V1
AV2=1 ../V2

C---INITIALIZE THE MATRIX EQUATION ARRAYS
8 DO 15 K=l,4

DO 10 L=114

18 A(K L)=0.
15 F(}d=8.
C---BUILD THE MATRIX EQUATION ARRAYS

DO 48 1=1 N
IF(X(I).Gt.X1)GO TO 28
Ttl=AV1*(X(I)-X1)+T1
F(1)=F(1)+((X(I)-X1)*(T(D-TM))
F(4)=F(4)+(-AVI*(T< 1)-TM))
A(i1)=A(1.1)+((X(I)-X1)**2)
AU 3)=A(1 ,3)+(X<l)-X1)
AU ,4)=A(1 ,4)+(-AV1*(X(I)-X1))
A(34)=A(34)-AV1
A(4 4)=A(4,4)+(AV1**2)
GO 10 38

28 TM=AV2*(X(I)-X1)+T1
F(2)=F(2)+( (X< I )-Xi )*(T( 1)-TM))
F<4)=F(4)+<-AV2*(T( 1)-TM))
A(2,2)=A(22)+( (X( I )-X1 )**2)
A(2,3)=A(2;3)+(xu)-xi)

A(244)=A(214)+(-AV2*(X( I )-)(1))
A(3,4)=A(34)-AV2
A<44)=A(4.4)+(AV2**2)

38 F(3)=F(3)+<T(I)-TM)
48 CONTINUE

A( 3 3)=FLOAT(N)
C---MAKE THE ARRAY SYMMETRICAL

DO 55 J=1,4
DO 50 K=1.4

58 A(K J)=A(J.K)
55 CON1INUE

NP= 4
NN=4

C---1NVERT & SOLVE FOR CHANGES IN THE MODEL
CALL PIVOT(A,FINP,NN)

C---CALCULATE NEW MODEL
AU 1 =AV I + F (1)

AV2=AV2+F( 2)
Ti =T 1 + F (3)

xi =x 1 + F ( 4)

TS=Ti-(AV1*Xi)
WRITE(1 4555)TS

555 FORMAT(Fio.4)
SORE 9=8
DO 59 M=1 N
IFcx<M.GT.X1)GO TO 56
TTCAL(M)=AVI *X(M) +TS
GO TO 57

56 TTCAL(M)=(AV2*(X(M)-X1))+Ti



57 RESID(M)=T(M)-TTCAL(M)
SORES=SQRES+RESI D(M:' **2

59 CONTINLIE
RMS=SORT( SQRES./N)
V1N=1 !AV1
V2N=1 ./V2

C---WRITE OUT NEW MODEL TO THE TERMINAL & CHECK IF YOU WANT TO ITERATE
WRITE(1 68)F(1) F(2) F(3) F(4) 1X1 1T1 IV1NV2NIRMS

68 FORfIAT(CHANGESIN THE MOtEL ARE:?.//DA1,E1I.4;2X!DA2E11.42
1X,'DTI='1E1I.4;2)<,'DXI=';E11.4.//'THE NEW MODEL IS:/'X14E11.412

2X41T1=' 4E11 .42X11V1=' 5E11 .412)<'V2=' E11 .4./'RMS=' E11 .4./Y'TYPE 1

3FUR ANOTHER ITERTIONI 2 TO QUIT')
READ(1 65)IT

65 FORMATI1)
IF(IT.EQ.1)GO TO 8
RETURN
END



SUBROLITINE PIVOT(AFNqNN)
C---SOLVES THE MATRIX EQUATION EF]=EA]EM) FOR [ML
C---EFI IS THE DATA MATRIX (NXI)
C---EA] IS THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX (NXN)
C---EM] IS THE SOLUTION MATRIX <NXI)
C---INPUTS ARE [A]1 (FL THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS(N)I

AND THE MAX.
C---DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS(NN).
C---OUTPUT IS EM], RETURNED TO MAIN PROGRAM THROUGH F.
C---L4RITTEN BY M. FEHLER
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMON MI(70)
DIMENSION A(NN,NN) IF(NN)
DO 19 I=1,N

19 MI(I)=I
C
C L U DECOMPOSITION
C

NI =N -1
DO 9 J=I ,NI
AMAX=8.
DO 999 I=11N

IF (MI<I).LT.J) GO TO 999
ATEST=ABS(A(I 1J))
IF ( ATEST.LT.AMAX) GO TO 999
AMAX=ATEST
11=1

999 CONTINUE
jI=J+1
DO 29 1=1 N
IF(Ml(I).O.J) GO TO 38

29 CONTINUE
30 MI(I)MII)

MI(II)=J
DO 9 I=1,N
IF (MI(I..LE.J)GO TO 9
FM=A(I ,J)/A(II ,J)
DO 8 K=JI N

8 A(I1K)=Ad,K)-FM*A(II,K)
AU 'J)=FM

9 CONIINUE
C
C "6' FROM 'L' AND 'F"
C

DO 79 J=1NI
Ii = I MA)< ( J .N)

DO 79 I=1'4N

IF(MI(I).LE.J) GO TO 79
F(I)=F<I)-A<I ,J)*F<II)

79 CONTINUE
C
C 'X' FROM 'U' AND 'G'
C

DO 89 J=I,N
JJ = N-J + 1

'JI=jJ+I
I I=IMAX( JJ 1N)
IF(J1.GT.N) GO TO 85
DO 88 K=1J1 N
L=IMAX'}<

88 FUI)=F(II)-F(L)*A(II,R)
85 F(II)=F(II)/A(II4JJ)

89 CONTINUE
CALL ASORTP(FIMI 4N)

RETURN
END
FUNCT I ON I MAX ( J 1N)
C 0MM ON MI (78)
DO 77 1=1 1N
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IF(MIU:.NE.J) GO TO 77
I MAX= I
RETURN

77 CONTINUE
END

SUBROUTINE ASORTP(FIMNT)

C---SUBROUTINE TO RE-ORDER RESULTS OBTAINED IN PIVOT
C---M. FEHLER 2/4/81

DIMENSION F(NT) ,M(NT)
IF(NT.LE.1) RETURN
N = NT I

DO 38 I = 1 1N

Ii = I + I

DO 38 K = I1NT
IF(M(I).LE.M'K)) GO TO 38
TEMP = MU)
MU) = M(K)
M(K) = TEMP
TEMP = EU)
F(1) = F(K)
F(K) = TEMP

30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C PROGRAM TIMETERM
C---SOLVES FOR SOURCE & RECEIVER TIME TERMS GIVEN DISTANCES AND TRAVEL
C---TIMES FROM GIVEN EARTHQUAKES AND STATiONS.
C---USES SUBROUTINE PIVOT.
C---EQLIST IS THE COMMAND FILE OF EVENTS USED
C---TITERMI6 IS THE OUTPUT FILE FOR THE RESULTS
C---GRAVCOR IS THE INPUT FILE OF ELEVATION CORRECTIONS TO TRAVELTIMES
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
$INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F

DIMENSION B(78;78)ID(35
DIMENSION R(7o.7e);sD(7)
REAL N(35)

C---OPEN INPUT & OUTPUT FILES
CALL SRCH$$<K$READI'EQLIST'646IITYPEICODE)
CALL SRCH$$(K$READ'GRAVCOR' ,5 ITYP ICODE:
CALL SRCH$$(K$WRIT'TITERM16' 1TYP.ICODE:

C---NE IS THE NO. OF EVENTS IN THE ONMAND FILE
C---NS IS THE NO. OF STATIONS
C----CD IS THE DISTANCE BELOW WHICH DISTS. & TRAVELTIMES ARE NOT USED

READ(10 2)NENS,CD
2 FORMATU2,1XII2!1XF5.8)

JJ=NE+1
C---NM IS THE DIMENSION OF THE MATRIX

NM=NE+NS
C---INITIALIZING ALL ARRAYS TO ZERO

DO 5 M=1 NS
5 N(M)=0.

DO 28 K=1,NM
DO 18 L=1,NM
R(K,L)=8.

10 B(K,L)0.
28 ATD(K)=8.

C---READ ELEVATION CORRECTIONS
DO 25 K=133
READ(9,22)EC<K)

22 FORMAT(F18.3)
25 CONTINUE

C---CLOSE ELEVATION CORRECTION FILE
CALL SRCH$$(R$CLOS'GRAVCOR' 75,ITYPE,ICODE)
DO 98 J=1 3NE

C---READ AN EVENT FILENAME FROM COMMAND LIST
READ( 18 38)NFILE

30 FORMAT(4A2)
C---OPEN THE EVENT FILE

CALL SRCH$$(K$READ4NFILE48,2,ITYPEIICODE)

D088 I=INS
C---READ THE DITANCES & TRAVELT1MES FROM THE EVENT TO THE STATIONS

READ(640)D(I J) T(I,J)
40 FORMAT8XIF8. 1XF6.2)

C---SUBTRACT ELEVATIoN CORRECTIONS FROM TRAVELTIMES
T(I J)=T(I 4J)-EC(I)

IF0I1J.GT.CD: GO TO 45
0(1 4J)=0.8
T( I J)=0 .0

45 CONTINUE
C---BUILD THE ATA MATRIX & THE ATD VECTOR

IF(I.EQ.1) GO TO 50
B(1 1NE+I)=B(1 1NE+I)+D(I 1J:
ATD(NE+I)=ATD<NE+I)+T(I ;J)
IF(D(I J) .NE.8.) B(J+1 1NE+I)=1

50 IF(D(I J) .NE.8. B(J+1 J+1)=B(J+1 ;J1)t1
IF(D(I .J) .NE.0.) N(1)=N(I:)+1

I, I )=B( 1 1 )+(D( I j)**2. )
B(1 1J+1)=B(1 qj+1)+D(I qj>
ATD(J+I)=ATD(J+1)+T(I 1J)
ATD(1)=ATD(1)+(D(I ,J)T(I 4J))

88 CONTINUE
C---CLOSE THE EVENT FILE
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CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSNFILE48.24ITYPEICODE)

C---GO TO THE NEXT EVENT
98 CONTINUE

C---CLOSE COMMAND FILE
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS'EQLIST'6,6ITYPEIICODE)

C---BUILD MORE OF THE ATA MATRIX
DO 188 1112;NS

180 B(NE+III NE+III)=N(III)
C---MAKE IT SYMMETRIC

DO 120 L=1NM
DO 118 K=1,NM

110 B(K L)=B(L,K)
128 CONhNUE

NN= 70
C---INVERT THE ATA MATRI)< & SOLVE FOR THE TIMETERMS

CALL PIVOT(B4ATDNMINN)

C---INVERT THE FIRST ELEMENT OF THE SOLUTION VECTOR TO OBTAIN THE
C---REFRACTOR VELOCITY.

ATD( I )=1 ./ATD( 1)
C---CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TIMETERMS

NM I =NM- I
K 1 =NS- I

DO 228 I=1,NMI
SRSQ=0.
N 1=0
IF(I.LE.K1)GO TO 200
DO 198 J=i KI
IF(D(J.I-Kb.EO.G.)GOTO 190
R(JI-k1=TJI-Kl-DJ,I-K1:,'ATD1-ATDI-K1+D-ATDJJ+J
Ni =N 1+1
SRSO=SRSO+R(JI-K1)**2

198 CONTINUE
SD(I-K1+1)=SQRT(SRSQ/((Ni-1)*N1))
GO TO 220

208 DO 210 J=11NE

IF(D(IçJ).EO.8.)GO TO 210
R(IJ)=T(IJ)-(D(I,J)/ATD(1))-ATD(J+1)-ATD(JJ+I)
N1=N1+1
SRSQ=SRSQ+R( I ,J)**2

210 CONTINUE
SD( I +JJ)=SQRT(SRSQ./( (NI-I )*N1))

220 CONTINUE
C---'.4RITE THE REFRACTOR VELOCITY

4RITE(7, 130)ATD( 1)
130 FORMATYREFRACTOR VELOCITY=',E11.4.//'THE SOURCE TERMS ARE:'/)

C---WRITE THE SOURCE TERMS & THEIR STAN. DEVS.
DO 150 KK=2JJ
WRITE(7148)ATD(KK) SD(KK)

148 FORI-IAT<EI8.3,3X,F8.4)
150 CONTINUE

WRITE(7, 155)
155 FORMAT(/'THE RECEIVER TERMS ARE:'..')

LLJJ+1
C---WRITE THE RECEIVER TERMS & THEIR STAN. DEVS.

DO 178 MM=LL.NM
WRITE(7148)ATD(MM) ISD(MM)

170 CONTINUE
C---CLOSE OUTPUT FILE

CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS'TITERMl6'1813ITYPEICODE)

STOP
END



C PROGRAM VELAZ
C---FITS LEAST-SQUARES SINE WAVE TO VELOCITY VS. AZIMLITH PLOT AND
C---FINDS DIP OF REFRACTOR VS. UPPER LAYER VELOCITY.
C---LISES SUBROUTINES PIVOT & ECL AND THE IRVING PLOTTING LIBRARY.
C---INPUT FILE CONTAINS THE AZIMUTH AND VELOCITY DATA.
C --------------------------------------------------------------------
$INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F

DIMENSION A2(38) ,V(38) A(33) F(3) 4Y(181) 4AZD(38) 4NSTA(2) 4NLE(8)
DIMENSION x(181)xL1NE3o)yL1NE(3g)4xpLoT(181:)1YPLoT(1s1:

N=3
NN=3

C---GIVE NAME OF INPUT FILE AND OPEN IT
CALL INFILE(7NLE ILENK)

C---READ NUMBER OF POINfS IN INPUT FILE
READ(74 1G)ND

18 FORMATU2)
DO 38 1=1 ND

C---READ AZIMUTh VELOCITY PAIR
READ(7;2@)AZD(I) V(I)

28 FORMAT<F6.2 1X4F5.3)
C---CONVERT AZIMUH FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS

AZ(I)=AZD(I)*(3.14159./188.)
C---SCALE DATA POINTS FOR PLOTTING

YLINE( I )=<V( I -6.8*2.5
XLINE( I )=AZD( 1)/48 .8

36 CONTINUE
C---CLOSE INPUT FILE

CALL SRCH'$$(K$CLOS,NLEILEN,3 ITYPEICODE)
C---INITIALIZE THE MATRIX EQUATION ARRAYS'

DO 33 K=113

F(}O=8.
DO 33 L=1!3
A<K L)=8.

33 CONfINUE
C---BUILD THE MATRIX EQUATION ARRAYS

DO 48 J1qND
AU 2)=A(1 .2)+SIN(AZ(J))
AU ,3)=A(1 ;3)+Cos(Az(J))

A<242)=A(2,2)+(SIN(A2(J) )**2)
A(3;3)=A(313)+(cos(Az(J) )**2)

A(243)=A(2,3)+(SIN(AZ(J) )*CO5(AZ(J)))
F( i )=F( 1 )+V(J)
F(2)=F(2)+<V(J)*SIN(AZ(J)))
F(3)=F<3)+(V(J)*COS(AZ<J)))

48 CONTINUE
A<2.1)=A(1 ,2)
A(3 1 )=A( 1 3)
A <3 2) =A <2 3)
A(11)=ND

C---INVERI & SOLVE MATRIX EQUATION
CALL PIVOT(AFIN,NN)

C---FIND PARAMETERS OF SINE WAVE EQUATION
B=SQRT( <F(2)**2)+(F(3)**2))
PHI=ATAN<F(3)/F(2))
PHIDEG=PHI*(188../3.14159)
VU=O.
VD=1@.8

C---CONSTRUCT SINE CURVE
DO 50 M=11181

Y<M)=F( I )+B*SIN(-( ( (M-1 )*8 .8349)+PHI))
:X<M)=FLOAT (M-1 : *2)

C---SCALE SINE CURVE FOR PLOTTING
YPLOT(M)=(Y(M)-6.0)*2 .5
XPLOT(M)=X<M)./48 .6

C---FIND MINIMUM & MAXIMUM OF SINE CURVE
VD=AM I Ni (VD , M) )
IF(VU.GT.Y<M: GO TO 50

i :



95

DI PAZ=X(M)
58 CONTiNUE

WRITE<1,55)
55 FORMAT( IX / INPUT STAT I ON NAME FOR OUTPUT ON PLOT':

READ(1 ,57)NSTA
57 FORMAT(2A2)

C---INITIALIZE PLOTTING ROUTINES
CALL PLOTS(0,8,99)

C---PLOT VELOCITY VS. AZIMUTH DATA PTS. AND SINE CURVE
CALL AXES(8.,0.,8.,368.,8.825,40.,48.,4HF4.0,8.,'AZIMUTH (DEGS)',

CALL AXES(0. ,8. ,6.0,8.8.2.5.0.4,0.4,4HF4.I .90. ,'VELOCITY (KM/SEC)
2' 17)
Do 65 L=1 ND
CALL SYMBÔL(XLINE(L).YLINE(L),o.o5.4,o..-1)

65 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(XPLOT(1),YPLOT(1),3)
DO 70 J=1 181
CALL PLOTXPLOT<J) ,YPLOT(J) .2)

70 CONTINUE
CALL SYMBOL(7.5,9.5,8.15.'STATION' .0. ,7)

CALLSYMBOL(8.549.50.15NSTAI0.14)

CALL SYMBOL(7.5.2.18,V=VAVG+8*S1N(AZ+PHI)',0.,20)
CALL SYMBOL(7.5,9.0,8.10.'VAVG=' ,0. .5)
CALL NUMBER(8.89.0,8.18,F(1) .8. ,4HF5.3)
CALL SYMBOL(7.5,8.8,G.10'B=' ;o. .2)
CALL NUMBER(7.7,8.810.101B 0. ,4HF5.3)
CALL SYMBOL(8.3.8.8,8.184uf&HI=1 ,0. .4)
CALL NUMGER(8.7,8.8,0.l8;PH1DEG,0. 4HF6.2:'
CALL SYMB0L(7.5,8.6.0.l0;'VELocITY UP=' 40. .12)
CALL NUMBER(8.68.6,0.10,VU,8. 4HFS.3)
CALL SYMBOL(7.58.4,0.10 'VELOITY DOWN='.0.,14)
CALL NUMBER(8.7I8.4 8.14,VD 0. 4HF5.3)

CALL SYMBOL(7.5 8.2,.10 'AZMUH OF DIP=',O..lS)
CALL NUMBER(8.8,8.2,0.1,DIPAZ,8. ,4HF6.2)
CALL PLOT(11.5,0.,-3)

C---PLOT DIP VS. UPPER LAYER VELOCITY
CALL AXES(8. .0. .6.4,7.1 ,18.8.0.1 .0.1 .4HF4.1 .8. ,'UPPER LAYER VEL.
3(KM/SEC)'25)
CALL AXES'0.,8.,8.,9.0,1 .8,1.8.1 .8,4HF4.1 ,90. ,'DIP (DEGS)',lO)
CALL PLOT(0.I8.,3)

DO 80 K=1,71
V1=6.4+(0.81*(K-1))
DIP=(B*V1)./((F(1)**2)*SORT(1-(V1IF(1))**2))
DIPDEG=( DIP*( 180 ./3. 14159))
VPLOT=(V1-6.4)*10.
CALL PLOTVPLOT,DIPDEG,2:

88 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT8.,0.,40:
ST OP
END



C---SUBROUTINE PACKAGE ECL
SUBROUTINE INFILE(J,NLE,ILEN,K)
INTEGER*2 NLE(8)

'$INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F
$INSERT SYSCOM>ERRD F

JUNIT = J -4
ITYPE = 8
IF(J.GT.5) GO TO 18
WRITE(1,3) J

3 FORMAT(IX,'CANT OPEN FILE FOR UNIT NUMBER ,16>
RETURN

10 WRITE(1,4) J
4 FORMAT(IX 'INPUT NAME OF INPLIT FILE FOR CHANNEL 'I6)

CALL CNIN(NLE,16,ILEN)
ILEN = ILEN 1K=J-4
CALL SRCH$$(K$EXST,NLE,ILEN,IUNIT,ITYPE,ICODE)
IF(ICODE.NE.E$FNTF) GOTO 20
WRITE(1 ,5)

5 FORMAT(IX,'FILE DOES NOT EXIST, TRY AGAIN ')
GO TO 18

28 CALL SRCH$$(K$READ,NLE,ILEN,KITYPE,ICODE)
IF(ICODE.EQ.8) GO TO 38
WRITE(1,48) ICODE

48 FORMAT(IX,'ERROR OPENING FILE, CODE = ',14)
38 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE OUTFIL(J,NLE,ILEN,K)
INTEGER*2 NLE(8)

$INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS.F
$ INSERT SYSCOM>ERRD F

JUNIT = J -4
ITYPE = 0
IF(J.GT5) GO TO 18
WRITE(1 3) J

3 FORMAT(IX,'CANT OPEN FILE FOR UNIT NUMBER ',I6)
RETURN

10 WRITE(1 4) J

4 FORMATdX,'INPUT NAME OF OLITPUT FILE FOR CHANNEL ',16)
CALL CNIN(NLE16,ILEN)
ILEN = ILEN 1

K= J -4
183 CALL SRCH$$(K$EXST,NLE,ILEN,IUNIT,ITYPE,ICODE)

IF(ICODE.EQ.E$FNTF) GOTO 20
182 WRITE(1,5)
5 FORMAT(1X,'FILE ALREADY EXISTS, DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ')

CALL YESNO(N)
GO TO (168,10 182) ,N

100 CALL SRCH$$(KDELE,NLE,ILEN,K,ITYPE,ICODE)
GO TO 183

28 CALL SRCH$$K$WRIT,NLEIILEN,KIITYPE,ICODE:

IF(ICODE.EO.8) GO TO 30
WRITE(1,48) ICODE

48 FORMAT(1X,'ERROR OPENING FILE, CODE = ',16)
38 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE YESNO(N)
READ(1,5) IY

5 FORMAT(A1)
IF(IY-'Y ') 18,1 418

18 IF(IY-'N ') 3,2,
C---YES ANSWER

I N=1
RETURN

C---NO ANSWER
2 N=2




